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Here we present the revised version of the COTAN Review System for Evaluating Test Quality. This version is based on previous versions of the system, as published in the Documentatie van Tests en Testresearch of 1982 (Documentation of Tests and Test Research: Visser, van Vliet-Mulder, Evers & ter Laak, 1992) and 2000 (Evers, van Vliet-Mulder & Groot), and on the NIP website in 2004 (www.psynip.nl). This version was prepared by a working group of the Dutch Committee on Tests and Testing (COTAN), comprised of the four authors of this preface. All COTAN members contributed to the discussion on the content of this new review system at the COTAN meeting of 19 March 2009. At this point in revision, the COTAN was made up of the following members: K. Sijsma (chair), J.B. Blok (secretary), A. Evers (senior editor test review), R.M. Frima (staff member), R.H. van den Berg, M.Ph. Born, H.W. van Boxtel, M.E. Dinger, B.T. Hemker, P.P.M. Hurks, W.W. Kersten, W.J. Lucassen, R.R. Meijer, E.F.M. Pouw, C.M. Resing, J.D.L.M. Schutjens and T. van Strien.

This revision involves major changes to the review system in response to the developments of recent years that have taken place in the areas of test theory and test construction. Examples of these developments include computer-based tests, item response theory and continuous norming. Although the previous version of the review system could be applied with some flexibility to tests that employed these new developments, the test reviews were primarily geared towards tests that were developed and administered in the classical manner. In this revision, such new techniques and approaches are more explicitly addressed. In this way, the COTAN hopes to bring the review system to a new level of utility and applicability. The complexity of the new developments, as well as the necessity of properly reporting the employed procedures and results to test users and to the COTAN, make demands on the knowledge and skills of test authors. When applying these more advanced techniques, test authors will find it more often necessary to call on the expertise of specialists. The new system rates tests on the seven criteria familiar from the previous version, which are stated in the introduction to this text. It goes without saying that advancing insights into test theory, test construction and test administration have led to modifications in the questions used for evaluation and the way in which these lead to a rating for each criterion. One consequence of this is that the rating results for a particular instrument may show differences depending on whether the old or the new system is used.

Has the review system been made stricter? In general, this is not the case. The previous system evaluated certain features quite harshly which can now be judged with more nuance; but on other points the requirements have been further tightened. However, the most important change is that the review procedure has become much more specific, not necessarily stricter or more lenient.

This publication gives a concise introduction to the quality requirements for the various criteria. These observations make no claim to comprehensiveness, nor do they constitute a recipe book for test construction. It is reasonable to expect test authors to be familiar with the fundamentals of psychometrics and current quality standards in test construction, so that they can take full responsibility for the quality of their instrument.

This revision incorporates passages by other authors, with their consent: Keuning (2004) on computer-based tests; Wooli, Sanders and Roelofs (2007) on absolute norming; and Becherer, Hemker and van der Ven (2009) on continuous norming. The COTAN owes these authors a debt of gratitude for their expert contributions. The second printing has incorporated the errata in the table for establishing final ratings for criterion 4 (Norms). A few small editorial corrections have also been made.

Arne Evers, Wouter Lucassen, Rob Meijer and Klaas Sijsma
April 2010

Contents of the review system

Although the COTAN has been describing test contents ever since its founding in 1959, it was in their Documentation of Tests and Test Research (1969) that they first published their ratings of tests. The system used led to a general evaluation of tests. The rating could vary from A (excellent test) to F (poor test or test under development). Keeping in mind the need for creating a more multi-faceted rating, the COTAN Review System of 1982 used an entirely new system. Each test was rated with five criteria: 1) theoretical basis of the test construction, 2) quality of the test materials and test manual, 3) norms, 4) reliability and 5) validity. When assembling the 2000 edition of Documentation of Tests and Test Research the system was revised, and the questions, explanations and instructions for weighting were modified. This involved for the most part relatively small adjustments and improvements. Two substantial changes, however, were the splitting of criterion 2 into separate ratings for quality of the test materials and for quality of the test manual, and the splitting of criterion 5 into construct validity and criterion validity at the time, it took little effort to convert the ratings on five criteria into more specific ratings of the seven new criteria.

In the current revision, however, the alterations are more substantial, although the number of criteria has remained at seven. Similarly, the principle of various questions per criterion, including one or more key questions, has remained unchanged. However, new insights in the areas of test theory and test construction have meant that some questions have been added, while others have been dropped. The old criteria have been divided into more specific ratings of the seven new criteria. In the current revision, the alterations are more substantial, although the number of criteria has remained at seven. Similarly, the principle of various questions per criterion, including one or more key questions, has remained unchanged. However, new insights in the areas of test theory and test construction have meant that some questions have been added, while others have been dropped. The old criteria have been divided into more specific ratings of the seven new criteria. In the current revision, the alterations are more substantial, although the number of criteria has remained at seven. Similarly, the principle of various questions per criterion, including one or more key questions, has remained unchanged. However, new insights in the areas of test theory and test construction have meant that some questions have been added, while others have been dropped. The old criteria have been divided into more specific ratings of the seven new criteria.
The rating for each of these criteria can be ‘insufficient’, ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’. The scoring scale for the questions is 1, 2, and 3; these correspond with the designations ‘insufficient’, ‘sufficient’, and ‘good’. In view questions, a score of 1 is to be interpreted as ‘no’, 2 as ‘not applicable’ and 3 as ‘yes’. A negative rating of a key question or its sub-question immediately leads to a rating of ‘insufficient’ for the criterion in question. The content of the questions, the explanatory notes and the weighting rules are discussed in the next seven chapters. According to the weighting rules for some criteria, sum scores of questions must be calculated. The purpose of the explanatory notes is to assist the review process and to clarify the statistical or psychometric motivations, when necessary. The explanatory notes obviously make no claim to be a statistical or psychometric textbook. In case of confusion, it is best to consult the references or other literature in the areas of test construction and psychometrics.

The meaning of the ratings

Generally, we can state that there are two ways to obtain an insufficient rating for a criterion: either the required information is lacking, or the quality of the information that is available receives a negative rating. For example, an ‘insufficient’ score for test reliability can mean that either the reliability was not investigated or that it was investigated, and that the research has revealed that the test’s reliability is insufficient. Absence of research data is therefore evaluated in the same way as unreliable data that are available, leading to a negative result, since the COTAN assumes that it is the author’s duty to provide research data. In this way, we follow the scientific custom that the burden of proof for a statement lies with the researcher. For the example described above, this means that a test for which there are no data is seen as insufficiently reliable until proven otherwise. For test users, it can be useful to differentiate between these situations, for example if one wants to give a new and promising instrument the benefit of the doubt. In order to enable this distinction, but also to supply an extra information source to test authors and users, ‘insufficient’ scores for tests rated since 1992 have included a brief explanation of the reason for such ratings. Once again, this underscores the responsibility of the test author to provide sufficient information at the appropriate time. On the other hand, the appraisal users give of an insufficiently substantiated instrument must be commensurate with that instrument’s age.

A second refinement of the ‘insufficient’ rating is that one or two ‘insufficient’ do not automatically render an instrument unusable. For example, an ‘insufficient’ for norms might be given because the norm group is not representative enough. However, the test may still be useful if the user is able to assemble suitable norms on his own. Similar considerations apply to reliability and validity. One or more scales or subscores in a questionnaire or test may be insufficiently reliable, but this does not necessarily indicate that the other scales or subscores, or the total score, are unusable. Tests used for important decisions at an individual level are subject to especially high standards of reliability (see the notes to criterion 5). The reliability of such a test is rated as ‘insufficient’ if the reliability coefficient is less than .80. Admittedly, such a test can still yield useful information when it is combined with other instruments, but since the present review system can be used only for individual tests, this type of use does not apply here. Within this review system, it is also possible that the same test may receive an ‘insufficient’ rating for reliability, while the construct validity or criterion validity may be found ‘sufficient’ or even ‘good’. For example, a validity coefficient of .40 is rated as ‘good’ in selection situations. In other cases, even a test with a low predictive value can yield useful information, depending on factors such as base rate, selection ratio and cost-benefit ratio.

A third refinement is the cut-off values stated in the review system, to which tests must conform in order to guarantee the maximum objectivity of the rating. For example, the criteria for norms and reliability state specific sample sizes and reliability coefficient sizes, respectively, which must be achieved for a rating of ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’ and serve as an anchoring point for the reviewer. It is true that no decisive scientific arguments can be offered for these levels: they are based on generally accepted recommendations from prominent scholars (see the relevant chapters for references). As a result, for every case of values that lie close to these limits, it is very difficult to argue why one particular value narrowly merits a ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’, while another value narrowly falls short. All the same, this approach better guarantees that all tests are essentially reviewed in the same way.

The above remarks are intended to make it clear that the test user is expected to be able to deal correctly with the absolute terms used to describe the ratings. For expert test users, the rating of ‘insufficient’ for any criterion whatsoever functions primarily as a warning sign. In such a case, the test user must make use of article 3.2.e of Algemeen Standaard Testgebruik (General Standards for Test Use) (Dutch Association of Psychologists, 2004), to explicitly state why he is employing the instrument in question. For less experienced users, especially when a test has received multiple insufficient scores, the message is, ‘User, avoid this test!’

Review procedure

It is sometimes thought that the COTAN reviews only those tests that have been submitted for that purpose. This is not the case, because the COTAN functions in a proactive manner. In principle, the Committee evaluates all tests under consideration for inclusion in the Documentation for Tests and Test Research. (These inclusion criteria are given on the NIH/COTAN website under the heading of Criteria, see www.psynip.nl or www.cotan.nl.) The first step, certainly when the COTAN itself takes the initiative in reviewing a test, is to assemble all materials and publications for and about a test: test booklets, keys, manuals, software, articles and dissertations, and so forth. These materials and publications are normally supplied by the authors or publishers, either spontaneously or upon request. One problem group is authors who refuse for one reason or another to release the test materials for reviewing (see the following section). These tests can neither be documented or reviewed.

The assembled material is sent to two reviewers who work independently of one another. In accordance with the policies of recognised international psychology journals, the reviewers of a specific test remain anonymous. All COTAN members, as well as a group of external experts approached for this purpose, serve as reviewers. A reviewer is assigned a test on the basis of his expertise in a particular area. Furthermore, the intention is that at least one of the two reviewers is a COTAN member. Care is also taken that reviewers never evaluate a test constructed either by themselves or a direct colleague, nor by a competing organisation. In case of disagreement in the ratings, the reviewers are requested to mutually arrive at a consensus. In exceptional cases, a third reviewer is brought in. Fundamental issues concerning ratings are discussed at the bimonthly COTAN meetings.

After both reviewers submit substantive explanation of their ratings, the senior editor integrates this into a report which is sent to the test author as feedback, along with the final ratings. The test author then has the opportunity to react to the ratings. Reactions and comments from the author are dealt with by the reviewers. If required, subsections of tests can be evaluated for a second time, possibly by an independently operating third reviewer. The review is then published. To this end, the online version of the Documentation of Tests and Test Research is updated on a monthly basis. With the implementation of this revised version of the review system, it was also decided to publish the integrated commentary supplied by the reviewers, since this can help explain the reasons for a particular rating. An attempt will be made to publish this commentary as well for tests that were recently evaluated using the old ‘version of the system.

The above passage has described the review procedure for a new test. When new information on a previously evaluated test appears, such as a revised manual, research report or complete revision of the test, a re-evaluation of the test may take place. The procedure described above is then repeated in its entirety. One limit is in force: at least one year must have passed since the previous evaluation of the test.

Confidentiality

The review procedure incorporates two forms of confidentiality. As stated above, the first of these is the anonymity of the review: the names of the authors who have evaluated the test. Correspondence proceeds through the COTAN documentation centre or through the COTAN’s senior editor for test reviews. This prevents discussions of a review from playing out on a personal level. This procedure is in agreement with that used by major psychological journals for the review of manuscripts. However, once a year, a list of reviewers is published on the COTAN website with the number of tests they have evaluated.

The second form of confidentiality concerns the collected or supplied test materials. Some parties have no access to information contained in the COTAN documentation centre and the materials are sent to reviewers under the condition of absolute secrecy. The COTAN is thoroughly aware not only that tests are subject to authors’ rights, but also that a test is generally the result of considerable research and development and constitutes the working capital of psychologists and consultancy firms, which they use to distinguish themselves from others in their field. For this reason, the review procedure is carried out meticulously, and the test author can rest assured the test materials will not be accessed by parties other than those involved with the evaluation of the test in question. This aspect is emphasised here because the primary reason that test authors give for not providing test materials is the fear that this places the test in the public domain. There is no basis for this concern. The only information about the test that is made public is the standard description in the Documentation, the ratings of the seven criteria according to the system, and the commentary of the reviewers.

To protect a test against unauthorised copying, some authors and publishers have resorted to limiting the amount of information contained in the manual. This concerns mostly information on the content of subscales and information on norming. As a result, the test user does not know which items belong to which scale, or perhaps cannot even consult the table of norms. In such cases, the scoring is performed with online software or at a distance, by the publisher’s own scoring service. The COTAN is most emphatically not an advocate of this practice, as it seriously impedes the test user’s options for interpretation. It is important to the review that the reviewers at least have access to all the information that would be available to the test user. In such cases, the author or publisher is requested to provide such information for the review. It goes without saying...
that this is treated with the same degree of confidentiality as described above. The lack of such information can result in a rating of ‘insufficient’ for one or more criteria.

Translations or adaptations of foreign tests

Many Dutch tests are translations or adaptations of foreign instruments. When evaluating these instruments, one may ask to what degree research performed with the foreign version of the test is applicable to Dutch settings or can play a part in the evaluation of the Dutch version. The answer to this question depends in part on how literally the test has been translated. In some cases, the aim is to translate the foreign instrument as literally as possible into Dutch, both in linguistic terms and with agreement in meaning of items and concepts. The International Test Commission states a number of guidelines for this purpose in Test Adaptation Guidelines (ITC, 2000; see also Van de Vijver & Hambleton, 1996, and Hambleton, Merenda, & Spielberger, 2005).

In the first place, the guidelines address the way in which the translation (including back translation) is made. An essential point is that the translation need not be absolutely literal, and that it is far more important that the texts should sound natural. This will better ensure that the meaning of what is being asked is the same in both languages. Subsequently, equivalence research must provide ‘proof’ that the translated version is measuring the same construct as the original version. One example of this is the comparison of the factor structure of the original and Dutch versions. Once equivalence is established, the validity data and any test-retest data of the original version can be included in the evaluation of the Dutch version. Data in the sense of internal consistency can be calculated on the basis of the new Dutch norm data that must still be collected. The author of the Dutch version must provide a summary of any relevant foreign research in the manual; a mere reference is not sufficient. In some cases, the Dutch version is clearly an adaptation of the original foreign test. This may be because some items are unsatisfactory and have had to be replaced, because the test has been expanded, because the answer scale has been altered, or because the notes and instructions have been changed. In such cases, the research data collected abroad may not take the place of Dutch research. If the intended construct to be measured is not altered and the same constructs in general are being measured, one may assume that the Dutch version of the instrument has the same theoretical basis as the original test. However, this must also be stated in the Dutch manual. In none of the above cases may norm data from the foreign instrument be generalised to the situation in the Netherlands. If the intended construct to be measured is not altered and the same constructs in general are being measured, one may assume that the Dutch version of the instrument has the same theoretical basis as the original test. However, this must also be stated in the Dutch manual. In none of the above cases may norm data from the foreign instrument be generalised to the situation in the Netherlands. These will have to be newly collected here.

Dutch-language tests from Belgium

The Documentation includes a number of Dutch-language tests originating from Belgium. This origin is always stated as part of the review. These tests are evaluated and included in the Documentation because in principle they can be administered in the Netherlands without translation or modification. Of course, the evaluation takes place for use of the instrument in the Netherlands. The following rules have been applied in this process:

• Theoretical basis of the test construction

The evaluation of this criterion is affected only when the test has been constructed for a specifically Belgian situation, for example a test for interest in a school system that does not exist in the Netherlands. The rating in this case is ‘insufficient’.

• Quality of the test materials

The Flemish language variant uses words, idioms and sentence constructions different to those in Dutch. Since the test is being evaluated for use in the Netherlands, it is a condition that all tasks and instructions must be stated in standard Dutch. Questions 2.6 and 2.14 can be used to help answer this question.

• Norms

When norms are collected with the aid of Dutch groups, these are evaluated in the normal fashion. Norms that are based on Belgian groups receive a rating of ‘insufficient’, unless it is deemed credible that the score distribution for these groups is similar to that of comparable Dutch groups.

No special requirements apply to reliability and validity. It is assumed that these data are generalizable to the Dutch situation, unless there are explicit reasons to assume otherwise.

In fact, Dutch-language tests from Belgium are treated, at least partially, in the same way as other tests of ‘foreign’ origin. These reviews can of course not be used as an indicator of the quality of the test in question for use in Belgium.

Summary

This section summarises the principal subjects that have been treated in this introduction.


• The rating for each of these criteria can be ‘insufficient’, ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’.

• The ratings made with the revised version of this review system will not entirely match the ratings made with the ‘old’ system.

• The rating ‘insufficient’ can mean that certain information is unavailable.

• The COTAN guarantees complete confidentiality of the test materials supplied by the author or publisher.

• All relevant information for the review must be supplied to the COTAN reviewer.

• For adaptations or translations of foreign tests, a description of the ‘theoretical basis of the test construction’ must be included in the manual.

• Generalisation of research findings from foreign tests to the Dutch version is only possible if the two versions have been shown to be equivalent.

• Flemish-Belgian tests are explicitly evaluated for use in the Dutch situation on the criteria ‘Theoretical basis of the test construction’, ‘Quality of the test materials’ and ‘Norms’. These reviews are not applicable to use in Belgium.
1 Theoretical basis of the test construction

Test construction demands thorough preparation. After all, test users need to make sound judgements in many sensitive situations. These might concern intra-individual differences within such contexts as educational follow-up systems where time differences can play a role, or the use of ipsative interest inventories in vocational guidance, inter-individual differences as in personnel selection, and differences between groups or situations as in organisational research. The information provided by the test author should enable the prospective test user to judge whether the test is suitable for the required purpose. There must thus be a clear description of the construct the test intends to measure as well as a detailed justification of the choice of test content and the manner in which the constructs are to be measured.

This criterion is concerned only with establishing that the basic principles have been explicitly stated. The quality of the research design and execution of research is not relevant here; these are treated in criteria 3 through 7.

Notes for key question 1.1: ‘Is the purpose of the test specified?’

a. The construct or constructs being measured must be specified. It must thus be clear what constructs the test is meant to measure. In this case, ‘construct’ has a broad meaning and can refer to a domain of specific behaviours, preferences or styles. It is vital to properly define which behaviours belong to the domain being measured. The construct being measured might therefore be intelligence, reading skills, motivation to perform, job interests or ADHD.

b. The target group or groups for the test must be specified, in such terms as age, profession, educational level, relevant prior knowledge or normal versus clinical contexts. The more extensive the claim of broad applicability, the greater the obligation to supply empirical materials such as norms or validation data.

c. Test construction begins with a reflection on the purpose of the test. Is the aim to predict criterion behaviour? Is a test intended to measure educational progress or the effects of training? Is it being used to assess the levels of students for allocation purposes? Is it intended for diagnosis leading to a treatment plan?

Notes for question 1.2: ‘Is the source of the test construction described, and/or are the constructs that the test purports to measure clearly defined?’

Does the test reflect an existing theory, or has the author developed a new one? Is this theory adequately described? If the test is a translation or an adaptation of a foreign instrument, background information on that instrument must be provided: a list of references alone is not enough. Even when a test is intended for the measurement of well-known constructs such as intelligence, a definition of the construct must be given to clarify exactly which facets of behaviour belong to the domain. When a historiographically based test method (as opposed to one with a theoretical foundation) is used to measure a construct in a traditional way, arguments must be given to show why it is useful to measure these constructs. Similarities and differences with comparable tests must also be described. What is the added value of the new instrument over existing instruments? When the test is a variant on pre-existing instruments or an adaptation of the paper-and-pencil version for computer use, are the differences between these two versions noted and specified?

Notes for question 1.3: ‘Is the relevance of the test content for the construct or constructs to be measured justified?’

This question applies to the step from intended measurement to operationalisation: a definition of the content domain supplied which makes clear whether or not a particular item belongs to the test? Are the constructs to be measured analysed in such a way that it becomes clear what facets can be distinguished within the construct(s)? If needed, are theoretical or content-related considerations used to assign different weights to these facets, and is this taken into account when choosing the items? If items are deleted or modified in the course of constructing or adapting a test, does the author indicate the consequences of these changes for the measurement of the original construct?

In other words, is the content domain still completely covered, or has it narrowed or shifted?

In adaptive tests (those in which the choice of items offered to the test taker is determined on the answer pattern they have shown on items answered thus far), is it specified how the test content is to be guaranteed? In adaptive tests, each candidate is presented with a different set of items, which means that certain content may be under-represented in the test. For this reason, it is often necessary to perform a content check, using a method such as that of Kingsbury & Zara (1991), so that every test is in agreement with the specification table.

Rules for determining final rating for criterion 1

Theoretical basis of the test construction

| The sum of the ratings for questions 1.1.a to 1.1.c is 8 or 9. | Both of the other questions are rated at least ‘2’. | good |
| Both of the two other questions are rated ‘2’ or ‘3’ and the other is rated ‘1’. | sufficient |
| Both of the other questions are rated ‘1’. | insufficient |

| The sum of the ratings for questions 1.1.a to 1.1.c is 6 or 7 and none of these questions are rated ‘1’. | Both of the other questions are rated at least ‘2’. | sufficient |
| One or both of the other questions are rated ‘1’. | insufficient |

The sum of the ratings for questions 1.1.a to 1.1.c is 4 or 5 and one of these questions is rated ‘1’. | One or more of questions 1.1.a to 1.1.c are rated ‘1’. | insufficient |

Notes for question 1.1: ‘Is the purpose of the test specified?’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question 1.1</th>
<th>Theoretical basis of the test construction</th>
<th>in. suf. good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Is it clearly specified what construct or constructs the test intends to measure?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Are the target group or groups for the test specified?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Is the function of the test specified?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the rating for one or more of the sub-questions a, b or c is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question 1.2</th>
<th>Theoretical basis of the test construction</th>
<th>in. suf. good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the source of the test construction described, and/or are the constructs that the test purports to measure clearly defined?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question 1.3</th>
<th>Theoretical basis of the test construction</th>
<th>in. suf. good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the relevance of the test content for the construct or constructs to be measured justified?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Quality of the test materials

When rating this criterion, a distinction is made between tests using paper and pencil and those administered with the use of a computer (computer-based tests: CBT). In CBT mode, there is no distinction between tests taken in local test environments and those taken via the internet, because the requirements are essentially the same.

In this criterion, three key questions are asked for both testing modes. In general, meaningful interpretation of a test score demands that the test must be administered and scored in such a way that no unintended factors can exert influence on the calculation of the score. The administration and the instructions must be standardised in such a way that the influence of varying instructions or different administrators (for paper tests) or differing test situations or decision rules (for an adaptive test) is eliminated, or in any case kept as limited as possible. The score must also be as objective as possible.

A score of 2 for the third key question on content that is racist or offensive to certain minority groups can lead to a separate remark for the rating such as ‘very restricted usability for ethnic minority groups’ (see Hofstee et al., 1990).

When rating an instrument intended for paper-and-pencil use, begin with question 2.1; when the instrument is intended for computer use, begin with question 2.9. If an instrument exists in both paper-and-pencil and CBT form, the quality of the test materials for both forms must be rated. If the ratings disagree, this can be indicated in a footnote to the rating. The assumption here is that the items and, as far as possible, the instructions for both versions are identical. If this is not the case, we are in fact dealing with two different tests, and a complete review of both versions must be separately prepared. In this case, the psychometric data will definitely not be generalizable between the versions.

### Questions for criterion 2

#### Quality of the test materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper-and-pencil version</th>
<th>ins.</th>
<th>suf.</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Key question 2.1**
  - Are the test items standardised?
  - If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 3.
  - 1.3

- **Key question 2.2**
  - a. Is there an objective scoring system?
  - b. In case the test has to be scored by raters or observers, is there a clear and complete system for rating or observation?
  - If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 3.
  - 2.3

- **Key question 2.3**
  - Are the test items free from racist, ethnically directed and sexist content, or any other content offensive to specific subgroups in the population?
  - If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 3.
  - 2.3

- **Key question 2.4**
  - Are the items, test booklets, answer scales, and answer sheets devised in such a way that filling-in errors can be avoided?
  - 2.3

- **Key question 2.5**
  - Are the instructions for the test taker complete and clear?
  - 2.3

- **Key question 2.6**
  - Are the items correctly formulated?
  - 2.3

- **Key question 2.7**
  - What is the quality of the test materials?
  - 2.3

- **Key question 2.8**
  - Is the scoring system devised and explained in such a way that scoring errors can be avoided?
  - 2.3

**Notes for key question 2.1:** “Are the test items standardised?”

Test items are standardised when they are the same for every respondent with respect to content, form and order. This is an important condition for interpreting and comparing scores. An exception with respect to the requirement of a uniform order of test items is made for adaptive tests (see question 2.9).

Although adaptive tests almost always come in CBT form, some paper-and-pencil tests also have adaptive features, such as rules for starting and breaking off the test.

**Notes for key question 2.2.a:** ‘Is there an objective scoring system?’

A scoring system is called objective when the score values assigned to all possible answers by the participants are sufficiently agreed upon such that any qualified person who scores the items will, apart from administrative errors made either in hand or automated scoring, give exactly the same score. This is particularly applicable to paper-and-pencil ability tests and questionnaires with multiple-choice items.

### PAPER-AND-PENCIL VERSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question 2.9</th>
<th>Is the test standardised, or are decision rules for adaptive tests specified?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ins. suf. good</td>
<td>1 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question 2.10</th>
<th>Is an automated or objective scoring system in force?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ins. suf. good</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question 2.11</th>
<th>Are the test items free from racist, ethnically directed and sexist content, or any other content offensive to specific subgroups in the population?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ins. suf. good</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.12 Has the software been designed in a way that prevents errors caused by incorrect use?

2.13 Are the instructions for the test taker complete and clear?

2.14 Are the items correctly formulated?

2.15 What is the quality of the design for the user interface?

2.16 Is the test sufficiently secured?
COTAN review system for evaluating test quality with tests. If indicated, the instructions must also include information and practical aspects which cannot be rated under one of the other questions for this criterion, such as:

- Is the test clearly legible?
- Is the test or questionnaire booklet well-organised? If other rules for the formulation of items. Below is a non-exhaustive summary of rules that should be taken into account when rating the items (largely taken from Erkens & Moelans (1992), and Moelans, Noljoins & Rem (1992)). If applicable, the rules for the tests below also apply to CBT tests (see question 2.14).

Open-ended questions:
- Is the grammatical formulation of the item correct?
- Does the item contain overly complicated sentence constructions?
- Does the item contain unnecessarily difficult words?
- Does the item contain unnecessary insertions?
- Is the item expressed in an unnecessarily negative way?
- Can the formulation of the item give rise to misunderstandings?
- Is there any danger that a change of word stress in the item would clearly change its meaning?
- Does the item contain enough information for test takers to choose the right answer?
- Does the item give sufficient information on the desired length and structure of the answer?
- Does the test taker know whether a true/false answer must be accompanied with further explanation?
- Are the information and the problem definition clearly distinguishable?

Closed questions:
- Is there possibly more than one correct answer?
- Are two things being asked about simultaneously?
- Does the item contain unclear passages?
- Do the alternatives contain unclear passages?
- Does the body of the question contain a clear question or task?
- Does the body of the question contain enough information for test takers to choose the right answer?
- Is it not possible to figure out from the item’s characteristics what the right answer is?
- Is the body of the question free from superfluous information?
- Is the body of the question precise, concise and grammatically correct?
- Is the body of the question free of double negatives?
- If the body of the question includes a denial, is this made clearly visible?
- Are all distractors reasonably plausible?
- Does the correct alternative contain no repetition of terms from the body?
- Are the distractors free of words like ‘always’ or ‘never’?
- Are no double negatives formed when the body is combined with one or more of the alternatives?
- Are the alternatives mutually exclusive?
- Does the context or grammar of the alternatives match properly with the body?
- Are the alternatives free of repetitions from the body or from each other?
- Are the alternatives logically ordered?
- Are the alternatives sufficiently distinguishable from one another?

Notes for question 2.7: ‘What is the quality of the test materials?’
This exclusively concerns practical aspects which cannot be rated under one of the other questions for this criterion, such as:

- Is the text clearly legible?
- Is the test or questionnaire booklet well-organised? If other materials like blocks or tools are used, are these manageable and functional?
- Is the use of colours普查 strategies or functional? (see notes for question 2.15, fourth point)

Notes for key question 2.10: ‘Is there an automated or objective scoring system?’
A scoring system is called objective when the score values accorded to all possible answers by the participants are sufficiently agreed upon such that any qualified person who scores the items will, apart from clerical errors made during scoring, give exactly the same score. If the scoring is completely automatized, then the scoring is by definition objective. The rating in such a case is ‘good’ (3). However, this rating may only be given if the COTAN reviewer has access to enough information to check the accuracy of the scoring. In this case, ‘scoring’ refers to awarding a score to the items, adding up the item scores per test or scale, using item weighting if indicated, and converting these sum scores into norm scores with the norms table. This requirement for a check can mean that the test author may have to provide extra information not contained in the manual, such as keys, weights or norm tables.

Even if the test user has no access to such extra information, he should have access to information that enables him to interpret a test taker’s results. This applies primarily to raw test or scale scores. If these are not listed in an automatically generated report and cannot be called up elsewhere in the application, the rating for this question cannot be higher than ‘sufficient’.

If a few or all items on a test with open-ended questions are scored by hand, that test must be accompanied by model answers, scoring rules and rating instructions. These must clarify exactly what an answer must contain or what behaviour must be displayed in order to receive a particular score. For tests with closed items, only scoring rules are required. If this information was not provided, a score check would clearly change its meaning?
- Does the item contain enough information for test takers to choose the right answer?
- Does the item give sufficient information on the desired length and structure of the answer?
- Does the test taker know whether a true/false answer must be accompanied with further explanation?
- Are the information and the problem definition clearly distinguishable?

Notes for question 2.5: ‘Are the instructions for the test taker complete and clear?’
One must differentiate between the instructions for the test taker and the test administrator. The quality of the instructions for the test taker are rated in this question; the instructions for the test administrator are rated in question 3.2. The instructions or recommendations for the test taker form part of the test material and usually take up the first page or pages of the test booklet. The instructions must be standardised and put into standard Dutch. The instructions must include the following elements:

- Sample questions
- Information on how to record or note down the answers
- A strategy for guessing when the correct answer is unknown, or when two answers are equally likely or applicable
- Time limits

If indicated, the instructions must also include information on the anonymity of the test procedure. Where possible, practice items should be distributed to persons who have no experience with tests.

Notes for question 2.6: ‘Are the items correctly formulated?’
Literature on test and questionnaire construction contains many rules for the formulation of items. Below is a non-exhaustive summary of rules that should be taken into account when rating the items (largely taken from Erkens & Moelans (1992), and Moelans, Noljoins & Rem (1992)). If applicable, the rules for the tests below also apply to CBT tests (see question 2.14).

Closed questions:
- Is there possibly more than one correct answer?
- Are two things being asked about simultaneously?
- Does the item contain unclear passages?
- Do the alternatives contain unclear passages?
- Does the body of the question contain a clear question or task?
- Does the body of the question contain enough information for test takers to choose the right answer?
- Is it not possible to figure out from the item’s characteristics what the right answer is?
- Is the body of the question free from superfluous information?
- Is the body of the question precise, concise and grammatically correct?
- Is the body of the question free of double negatives?
- If the body of the question includes a denial, is this made clearly visible?
- Are all distractors reasonably plausible?
- Does the correct alternative contain no repetition of terms from the body?
- Are the distractors free of words like ‘always’ or ‘never’?
- Are no double negatives formed when the body is combined with one or more of the alternatives?
- Are the alternatives mutually exclusive?
- Does the context or grammar of the alternatives match properly with the body?
- Are the alternatives free of repetitions from the body or from each other?
COTAN review system for evaluating test quality

Notes for question 2.11: ‘Are the test items free from racist, ethnically directed and sexist content, or any other content offensive to specific population groups?’
See the notes to question 2.3.

Notes for question 2.12: ‘Has the software been designed in a way that prevents errors caused by incorrect use?’
Under no circumstances may the test results be negatively affected because a candidate has used the CBT software improperly. In addition to providing comprehensible instructions, there are many ways to prevent ‘errors’ stemming from improper use of CBT software. For this question, it is important that the test author has done enough to minimise the likelihood of errors caused by improper usage. Various precautions are important in this regard:
- Turning off unnecessary functions and hotkeys
- Cutting off access to the hard drive
- Making it impossible to start up other (unintended) software
- Making it difficult to close the CBT software prematurely, or without saving.

For tests taken via internet with the aid of a browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.) that presents the items and communicates the answers to the server, it is usually not possible to influence the client’s computer. In that case, the test manual should state what precautions the test user must take.

The interface design also influences the chance of errors. This question does not call for a judgement on whether the user interface is properly designed, but the design may be taken into consideration when rating this question. If the user interface shows such features as an extreme number of navigational possibilities, nearly illegible texts or a confusing layout, a rating of ‘insufficient’ (1) must be awarded. If no serious problems surface when using the CBT software and it reacts as expected, a rating of ‘sufficient’ (2) should be awarded. A rating of ‘good’ (3) may only be awarded if it is possible to consult the instructions while taking the test.

Notes for question 2.14: ‘Are the items correctly formulated?’
See the notes to question 2.6. It is also important to point out that for tests taken by computer, and especially for adaptive tests, the COTAN reviewer must be able to view all items. This can mean that the test author will have to supply a summary of all items, for review purposes only.

Notes for question 2.13: ‘Are the instructions for the test taker complete and clear?’
Clear and complete instructions are important, as persons taking the test must not make ‘errors’ because they do not know how the CBT software works. The instructions must include the following elements:
- Sample questions
- The way the software works (including the method of answering)
- A strategy for guessing when the correct answer is unknown, or when two answers are equally likely or applicable
- The available time per test or per item

Also important:
- For adaptive tests, the procedure of adaptive testing must be explained
- If applicable, the instructions must also include information on the anonymity of the test results
- For persons who have no experience with the type of test in question, practice questions should be distributed that the client must answer and should receive feedback on.

Undear or incomplete instructions or too extensive instructions (for example when instructions are given on how to answer every individual item) lead to a rating of ‘insufficient’ (1) for this question. The rating of ‘good’ (3) may only be awarded if it is possible to consult the instructions while taking the test.

Notes for question 2.15: ‘What is the quality of the design for the user interface?’
Below, aspects are mentioned requiring attention when rating the user interface. These aspects must be rated for the recommended standard installation and computer setup. A negative rating on one of these aspects can be enough to produce a rating of ‘insufficient’ (1), if they seriously impede the benefits of using the instrument.
- Is the screen design consistent? This concerns the following features of screen design:
  o Symbols must always have the same function
  o Colours must be used consistently and must always have the same function
  o Information such as items, instructions, answer fields and so forth must always appear at the same location, or distinctions between types of information must always be made in the same manner
  o Fonts and letter sizes must be used consistently.
- Are items effectively arranged on the screen? The effective arrangement of the display depends on various factors:
  o Are the different types of information (instructions, items, answer fields) clearly distinguishable from one another?
  o Are the buttons clearly recognisable and is the function of the buttons always clear? For example, what does the button <close> actually close: the test itself or only the instructions?
  o Can the items and instructions be read without having to scroll?
- Are certain types of information, such as the instructions, easy to find?
- Is it always clear for test takers where they are in the application, and what actions they must perform to reach a desired location?

To achieve this, one must check whether it is obvious enough that a person without any computer experience is still able to take the test without inducing test bias.
- Is the on-screen information legible? Legibility is improved when:
  o No more than two fonts are used
  o No more than three font sizes are used
  o No words are in italics
  o Words are not underlined except in the case of a hyperlink
- Is the colour use pleasant and functional? It is important that colour be used in a way that promotes the organisation and legibility of the on-screen images. Functional colour use means that colours have a certain meaning or that the screen is easier to read, for example by giving certain items or the answer field a different colour. It is certainly undesirable to use a large number of colours or employ colours for no apparent reason. ‘Pleasant’ colour use refers to the choice of particular colour combinations, or the contrast between hues. For example, certain colour combinations, as well as poorly contrasting colours, are difficult to distinguish. When using colours, one must also not forget that the test should be generally suitable for colour-blind people, and that the colour use must not pose any disadvantages to this group.
- Are the visual and auditory materials functional? In this context, ‘visual materials’ refers to any possible visual materials such as animations, film clips and static illustrations. It is important that both visual materials and sound clips have a clear function, and that they are not introduced merely to ‘beautify’ the CBT software. Another remark here is that the functionality of the visual and auditory materials suffers if they are difficult to read or understand.

Notes for question 2.16: ‘Is the test sufficiently secured?’
A test is ‘well’ secured if every effort has been made to protect the access to the test, test materials and test results.
- Security measures for test access are needed to ensure that the person taking the test is indeed the person who was supposed to do this. Some form of identification is therefore necessary. This might involve the use of passwords and user names, compulsory identification with an identity card or driver’s licence, or the use of webcams.
- Security of the test materials is important first of all because, to preserve validity, test takers must not be in a position to copy items, information on the algorithms or scoring rules to another computer or printer. Second, it is important that no information about the items can be easily obtained. Thus, if all the items are contained in an item bank, only authorised persons should be able to gain access to it. In adaptive tests, items may also start to become familiar to test takers, but items might be included much more often in the test than some other item. In some cases, the test author should incorporate a mechanism like the Symposion-Hetter method (1985; see also Stocking & Swanson, 1993), which checks for possible over- or under-use of the items.
- Security measures for the test results are needed to prevent cheating, such as unauthorised changes in the results, and to sufficiently guarantee the privacy and anonymity of the test taker.

For a rating of ‘good’ (3), the manual must contain concrete material demonstrating that all three aspects of security have been sufficiently addressed. The rating is ‘insufficient’ (1) when no such information is given, or the information supplied reveals that one or more of these aspects have not been addressed. The rating of ‘sufficient’ (2) is given when attention is paid to all three aspects, but technical and procedural improvements could still be made.
### Rules for determining final rating for criterion 2

#### Quality of the test materials

##### Paper-and-pencil version

- All three key questions are rated ‘3’.
  - Sum score 2.4 through 2.8 ≥ 11: good
  - Sum score 2.4 through 2.8 = 9 or 10: sufficient
  - Sum score 2.4 through 2.8 ≤ 8: insufficient

- Key question 2.2* and/or 2.3 is rated ‘2’ and the other key questions are not rated ‘1’.
  - Sum score 2.4 through 2.8 ≥ 11: sufficient
  - Sum score 2.4 through 2.8 ≤ 10: insufficient

- At least one of the three key questions is rated ‘1’.

* For key question 2.2, both sub-questions can be applicable; in that case, the lowest rating is chosen.

** If questions 2.4 through 2.8 are all rated ‘2’, the final rating is ‘sufficient’.

##### Computer version

- All three key questions are rated ‘3’.
  - Sum score 2.12 through 2.16 ≥ 11: good
  - Sum score 2.12 through 2.16 = 9 or 10: sufficient
  - Sum score 2.12 through 2.16 ≤ 8: insufficient

- Key question 2.10 and/or 2.11 is rated ‘2’ and the other key questions are not rated ‘1’.
  - Sum score 2.12 through 2.16 ≥ 11: sufficient
  - Sum score 2.12 through 2.16 ≤ 10: insufficient

- At least one of the three key questions is rated ‘1’.

* If questions 2.12 through 2.16 are all rated ‘2’, the final rating is ‘sufficient’.

### Notes for key question 3.1: ‘Is a test manual available?’

- Every test must be furnished with a test manual. Dissertations or collections of research papers are not regarded as a manual.

### Questions for criterion 3: Quality of the test manual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ins.</th>
<th>Suf.</th>
<th>Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Is a test manual available?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 4.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Are the instructions for the test administrator complete and clear?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Is it specified how the test can be used and what the limitations of the test are?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Is a summary of the research results presented in the manual?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Are case descriptions used to explain how to interpret the test scores?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Is it indicated what kind of information may be important for the interpretation of the test scores?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Is it specified what professional qualifications are required to administer and interpret the test?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extra questions for administration by computer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ins.</th>
<th>Suf.</th>
<th>Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Is information supplied on the installation of the computer software?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>Is information supplied on the operation and capabilities of the software?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>Are there enough options for technical support?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes for question 3.3: ‘Is it specified how the test can be used and what the limitations of the test are?’
A manual must be complete, accurate, and clear about the applicability and the limitations of the test. It must therefore be clear to the test user what constructs the test is meant to measure, what target group the test is meant for and what the test’s function is (classification, selection and so forth). The test limitations must also be described. In this regard, various suggestions might be made for using the test, depending on the specific situation the test is intended for. For example, is it stated that decisions on educational classification should not be taken on the basis of a single test score? Has the relationship between the test score and the subsequent learning process been specified in cases of educational progress? Can test results obtained in a clinical situation lead to empirically founded conclusions or can they serve only as working hypotheses? Has it been pointed out that test scores alone should not be used as a basis for decisions relating to vocational guidance? Is stated for which job types tests for personnel selection are intended and what the critical content is of these jobs?

Notes for question 3.4: ‘Is a summary of the research results presented in the manual?’
For both prospective test users and COTAN reviewers, the manual will be the principal source of information. Users often lack easy access to dissertations, articles in foreign journals, research reports or other published materials, and the technical details are not easy to understand. The manual must therefore provide a summary of norming, reliability and validity studies. This should be informative and thorough enough that potential users can judge whether a test is suitable for their purposes and is of the required quality. A COTAN reviewer may sometimes want to consult the original literature, so the manual must contain references to it. If applicable, a summary of the design and results of the calibration and simulation study should also be included. If new research provides useful additional information, users should be informed by means of supplements to or revisions of the manual. The internet provides excellent opportunities for distributing handy addenda to users.

In this question, only the availability of the information in the manual is assessed. The quality of the research designs and results are not discussed here, because they are evaluated in the criteria 4, 5, 6 and 7.

For so-called research instruments, there is often no manual. In such cases, the question receives a negative rating, but original articles, dissertations, and reports will be taken into account for the evaluation of other criteria.

Notes for question 3.5: ‘Are case descriptions used to explain how to interpret the test scores?’
A manual must include several case descriptions and sample reports.

Notes for question 3.6: ‘Is it indicated what kind of information may be important for the interpretation of the test scores?’
Is it explained what other variables contribute to the prediction? Is there a discussion of how background variables and test experience might influence the scores?

Notes for question 3.7: ‘Is it specified what professional qualifications are required to administer and interpret the test?’
In the manual attention must be paid to the professional qualifications of the intended test users. For example it could be described which kind of professionals are suited to administer and interpret the test, based on their education and/or work experience. An appropriate description should also be given of the knowledge and skills considered necessary for administration and interpretation of the test.

EXTRA QUESTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION BY COMPUTER

Notes for question 3.8: ‘Is information supplied on the installation of the computer software?’
Information on the necessary hardware and software and the way to install the CBT software is a requirement. As for the hardware, it is important to mention the requirements for CPU, minimum memory space, hard disk space, monitor and video card, input devices and exchange devices such as CD-ROM players. Information on the required network card or sound card might also be required. As for the software, it is important to mention the operating system under which the test will function and any other required software, such as browsers or particular plugins. The method for installing the software should be described step by step and supported by screenshots wherever possible.

In the absence of a description of the required hardware or software, or the installation of the CBT software, the rating is ‘insufficient’. The description of the CBT software installation can be considered present if the CBT software automatically installs itself. Only with an extensive description of the required hardware and software, as well as a proper description of the CBT software installation (apart from self-installing systems), can this question receive a rating of ‘good’.

Notes for question 3.9: ‘Is information supplied on the operation and capabilities of the software?’
For every CBT, information must be given on the operation and capabilities of the software, such as choice of settings, the possibility of group summaries, and analysis and reporting options. If information on any of these aspects is insufficient or completely lacking, the rating is ‘insufficient’. In other cases, the clarity and completeness of the information given is decisive for the rating of ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’.

Notes for question 3.10: ‘Are there enough options for technical support?’
If the test user has questions about the CBT software, or when it malfunctions, technical support must be available. This can take the form either of documentation on common problems, such as a section on ‘FAQs’ or of a help desk whose availability and accessibility is clearly indicated in the manual.

This question can be rated ‘good’ only when written or digital documentation on problem-solving, as well as the option of consulting a help desk, are present. Only when there is no documentation on problem solving and the test user cannot fall back on a help desk, is the rating ‘insufficient’. In all other cases, the rating is ‘sufficient’.

Rules for determining final rating for criterion 3

Quality of the test manual

Paper-and-pencil version

| Sum score 3.2 through 3.7 ≤ 10 | insufficient |
| Sum score 3.2 through 3.7 > 10 | sufficient |

The key question is rated ‘3’.

Rules for determining final rating for criterion 3

Quality of the test manual

Administration by computer

| Sum score 3.2 through 3.7 ≤ 10 | insufficient |
| Sum score 3.2 through 3.7 > 10 | sufficient |

The key question is rated ‘1’.

Rules for determining final rating for criterion 3

The key question is rated ‘3’.

| Sum score 3.2 through 3.7 ≤ 10 | insufficient |
| Sum score 3.2 through 3.7 > 10 | sufficient |

The key question is rated ‘1’.
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4 Norms

Scoring a test results in a so-called raw score. Raw scores are determined by various properties of a test, such as the number of items, the choice of the time limit, the degree of difficulty, the popularity of the items and the circumstances under which the test is administered. This means that raw scores are difficult to interpret. In general, the raw score can only be understood by referring to a norm.

There are two types of norm scores (APA, 1999). With the first type, the raw score earned is compared with that of other test-takers. This type of interpretation is known as norm-referenced interpretation. The scores are compared with the distribution of scores from a reference group. The goal is to determine how a test-taker’s score compares with the scores of other individuals with whom a useful comparison can be made (on the basis of similarities in age, grade, job, etc.). This type of norms is also referred to as relative norms. With the second type, results are not compared with those of others, but are interpreted absolutely: in other words, the test taker's score compares with the scores of other individuals or rejection and admission. When there is more than one cut-off score, it is possible to distinguish different skill levels from one another. If no norms are provided, then the final rating on this criterion is in principle 'insufficient'. However, well-argued exceptions can occur, for example with tests in which purely intra-individual comparison is indicated and justified, as with ipsative tests or tests that measure progress in time. In such cases, this criterion may be labelled as 'not applicable'.

In cases of norm-referenced interpretation, proceed with question 4.3.
In cases of content-referenced interpretation, proceed with question 4.8.
In cases of criterion-referenced interpretation, proceed with question 4.11.

**Questions for criterion 4**

**Norms**

General key questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Are norms provided?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Are the norms up to date?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In cases of norm-referenced interpretation, proceed with question 4.3.
In cases of content-referenced interpretation, proceed with question 4.8.
In cases of criterion-referenced interpretation, proceed with question 4.11.

**Questions for norm-referenced interpretation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.3 What is the quality of the norm groups provided?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Are the norm groups large enough?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Are the norm groups representative?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the rating for question 4.3 a or 4.3 b is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.4 Are the meaning and the limitations of the norm scale made clear to the user, and is the type of norm scale in agreement with the purpose of the test?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5 Is there information about the means, the standard deviations, and the score distributions?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.6 Is there information about possible differences between subgroups (for instance with respect to gender and ethnicity)?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.7 Is there information about the accuracy of the measurement, and the corresponding confidence intervals?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. standard error of measurement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. standard error of estimate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. test information function / standard error</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Content-referenced interpretation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.8 Is there sufficient agreement between the raters?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.9 Are the procedures for determining the cut-off scores correct?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.10 Have the raters been properly selected and trained?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Criterion-referenced interpretation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.11 Do the research results justify the use of cut-off scores?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.12 Is the research sample appropriate for the intended use?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key question</th>
<th>ins</th>
<th>suf</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.13 Is the research sample large enough?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COTAN review system for evaluating test quality
Notes for key question 4.1: 'Are norms provided?'

Norms, whether they are intended for norm-referenced interpretation (like norm tables) or content- and criterion-referenced interpretation (such as cut-off scores or expectancy tables), must be available at the time the test is published for actual use. The following situations can cause this question to be answered in the negative:

- The data mentioned above are not provided: for example, only means and standard deviations are given for the norm group or research sample.
- For tests intended for interpretation at group level, norm tables are provided that are based on individual scores, and vice versa (see also 4.3.a).
- After the norms were collected, alterations were made in the test itself, for example in the items or the instructions.
- The norms were collected with the use of paper and pencil, while the version being rated is a computer version, or vice versa. For questionnaires, this generally has little influence on the applicability of the norms (Batraam, 2005; King & Miles, 1995; Mead & Drasgow, 1993). For cognition and skills tests and tests for which a time limit is in force, however, new norms will have to be collected.

Notes for key question 4.2: 'Are the norms up to date?'

Norms are susceptible to deterioration. Of all the psychometric properties of a test, norms are the most sensitive to such factors as social changes, educational changes and changes in functions. Consequently, a test either has to be renominated from time to time, or the test author has to perform research to show that there is no need for renomination. For example, with intelligence tests one must take into account the Flynn effect, which causes norms to become outdated (see Resing & Drenth, 2007, pp. 142-145). This effect is estimated at 3 IQ points for every 10 years, or 4.5 IQ points for every 15 years. This is equivalent to approximately one standard error of measurement (with a reliability of .91). Such an effect probably also holds for related tests such as test batteries for general or technical job.

Comparison of data in the manuals of several Dutch tests has yielded the following information. For the Amsterdamse Beroepen Interessen Vragenlijst (Amsterdam Vocational Interest Questionnaire) (Evers, 1979, 1992) differences were found over a period of 16 years that rose as high as two standard deviations. Over a period of more than 20 years, the Nederlandse Persoonlijkheid Vragenlijst (Dutch Personality Questionnaire) found maximum differences of 1.4 standard deviation for the selection norm group, 1.2 standard deviation for the general norm group and 0.5 standard deviation for the norm group of psychiatric patients (Luteijn, Starren & van Dijk, 1985; Banefds, Luteijn, van Dijk & Starren, 2007). It should be noted here that items were changed in both these questionnaires. American research (Twenge, 2000) shows that anxiety and neuroticism scores in the US have increased over the past 40 years by approximately one standard deviation.

The German review system for test quality (Kersting, 2006) recommends a period of eight years for renomination, but does not call for strict enforcement. The APA standards (APA, 1999, p. 59. Standard 4.18) state that “… so long as the test remains in print, it is the publisher’s responsibility to assure that the test is renominated with sufficient frequency to permit continued accurate and appropriate score interpretations”. The APA specifies no duration in this area. On the basis of the above findings, and in an attempt to balance what is achievable with what is desirable, the COTAN has arrived at the following rule.

To draw the user’s attention to possibly outdated norms, the qualification ‘the norms are outdated’ will be added to the review of tests for which no new renomination or calibration studies have been performed in the last 15 years. After five more years without renomination research, this qualification will be changed to: ‘Norms unusable because they are outdated’ and the rating ‘insufficient’ will be given. Once per year, all test descriptions in the online Documentation of Tests and Test Research will be updated to reflect this. To evaluate the degree to which norms may be outdated, it is important to state the year or period of the data collection. If this is not stated, the rating for norms will be ‘insufficient’.

Notes for key question 4.3: 'What is the quality of the norm groups provided?'

Basicly, norms must be presented for all purposes for which the test author recommends the test (see question 1.3). It may turn out that the groups for which norms are presented only partly cover the intended applications. For instance, when a test author indicates that a test is intended for both vocational guidance within technical schools and for selection for technical jobs at this level, norms should be provided for both situations. However, it would not be realistic to require norms for every technical job.

A norm group has to meet two requirements to fulfil its goal; namely to supply a reliable set of reference points. First, it must be sufficiently large, and at the same time it must be representative of the intended group. Notes are given below for the rating of both these aspects. The rating for question 4.3 can only be ‘good’ if both these aspects [questions 4.3.a and 4.3.b] are rated as ‘good’. The rating is ‘insufficient’ when at least one of these questions is rated as ‘insufficient’. In all other cases, the rating is ‘sufficient’.

The requirement with respect to sample size naturally applies to each norm group for which norming takes place. In cases such as developmental tests which are normed for various age groups, this may cause confusion. If norming is performed separately for different age groups, grades or types of schools, the sample size of each norm group is a significant factor. However, if continuous norming or fit procedures are applied (using the data of all age groups concurrently) the sample size of the individual age groups can be smaller, because this procedure yields more efficient estimators than classical norming.

Bechger, Hemker, and Maris (2009) performed a study comparing the equivalence of the group sizes in classical and continuous norming. This study shows that, in a special case, the required group size for continuous norming can be lower. Here, they use the standard error of the mean as a parameter which can be used as an indicator of the accuracy of the norms. The guiding principle for determining group size with continuous norming is that the accuracy of the norms must at least equal the level of that obtained with classical norming; in other words, norming in which norm data are calculated separately for each group.

Notes for question 4.3.a: 'Are the norm groups large enough?'

Recommendations on the desired sample size are scarce in the literature (Angoff, 1971; Campbell, 1971). These recommendations are either based on the calculation of standard errors in parameters such as the mean and the median, or on experiential data with respect to the stability of scale values. A combination of these two, linked to the importance of the decisions to be made on the basis of the test, has resulted in the following rules for rating:

Tests for important* decisions at individual level (for instance, personnel selection, placement in special educational programmes, admission or discontinuation of clinical treatment, certification).

- N \leq 400
- 300 \leq N < 400
- N \geq 300

Tests for relatively less important decisions at individual level (for instance, evaluating educational progress and general descriptive use such as vocational guidance and admission for therapy).

- N \leq 300
- 200 \leq N < 300
- N \geq 200

* Important decisions are understood as decisions taken on the basis of the test scores that are essentially, or in the short term, irreversible, and on which the test taker has little influence.

Two side remarks need to be made both on this study and on the guidelines the COTAN has derived from it. Firstly, a number of statistical assumptions are made when doing the calculations, such as the assumption that the variations in the subgroups are equal, that the scores within each subgroup are normally distributed and that the regression of the test score on age is linear. Failure to satisfy these assumptions can lead to larger standard errors and thus to a larger number of required observations than mentioned by Bechger et al. (2009). There are also different variants of continuous norming, but in the study mentioned above only one variant with eight groups was completely calculated.

Secondly, in the case of continuous norming, it is not necessary to have the same number of people in each subgroup to achieve equal precision for all subgroups. With continuous norming, the groups in the middle require fewer observations than the extreme groups. For the sake of transparency, the COTAN’s guidelines insist on the same number of persons per subgroup. The consequence of this is that the numbers chosen for the extreme groups cause a small loss in accuracy of measurement, but the accuracy in the middle groups is far greater than that achieved for these groups by classical norming. The guidelines below must therefore be viewed as the lower limit of what is theoretically desirable.
Guidelines for subgroup size in continuous norming with eight subgroups

Tests for important* decisions at individual level (for instance, personnel selection, placement in special educational programmes, admission to/ discharge from clinical treatment, certification).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>K ≤ 40</th>
<th>K &gt; 40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N = 150</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ≤ N ≤ 150</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 100</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 ≤ N ≤ 100</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 70</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests for relatively less important decisions at individual level (for instance, evaluating progress and general descriptive use of test scores in such areas as vocational guidance and admission to therapy).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>K ≤ 40</th>
<th>K &gt; 40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N = 100</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 ≤ N ≤ 100</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 70</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Important decisions are understood as: decisions taken on the basis of the test scores that are essentially, or in the short term, irreversible, and on which the test taker has little influence.

For a comprehensive explanation of the way in which these guidelines were created, see the study by Bechger et al. (2009).

Taking a brief explanation is given here. For the standard error of the mean, values are calculated belonging to the sample sizes that serve as cut-offs for the qualifications ‘insufficient’, ‘sufficient’ and ‘good’ for norming of separate groups, namely 400, 300 and 200 persons. For a standard deviation of 15 (which is customary in intelligence tests), the standard errors of the mean are respectively 0.75, 0.87 and 1.06. Based on the regression approach of continuous norming, it is then possible to calculate the standard error of the mean for each subgroup; this holds for any number of groups and any sample size. For eight subgroups, such as the eight grades in primary school, and with a size of 100 persons per group, the error of the mean is equivalent to about .54 for groups 4 and 5, .63 for groups 3 and 6, .77 for groups 2 and 7 and .96 for groups 1 and 8. With classical norming and a group size of 300 persons, the standard error equals .87 in all groups. When continuous norming is used for eight groups containing 100 persons each, the accuracy is improved in six of the groups and is worse in two groups than with classical norming. Although this last statistic is of course undesirable, the degree of worsening is limited and the gains in the middle groups are large. The COTAN has therefore declared the guideline of 300 persons with classical norming to be equivalent to that of 100 persons with continuous norming, when there are at least eight groups. The group sizes of 150 and 70 persons originated in a similar fashion. The accuracy worsens slightly only in the two extreme groups, but is better in the other six groups, in comparison with 400 and 200 persons respectively when using classical norming.

Notes for question 4.3.b: ‘Are the norm groups representative?’

A sample is representative if its composition corresponds for a number of variables to that of the population in question, and the sample is obtained with the use of a random sampling model. In a random sampling model, every element of the population has an equal chance of being included in the sample. To judge whether the norm groups are representative, both an adequate definition of the population and the sampling design or data collection process must be provided. This requirement holds for every group for which norms are provided, with both classical and continuous norming. It is frequently the case that the information offered is so limited that one cannot even tell what the target population is. It can sometimes be underlined whether a test is intended for national, regional or local use. Alternatively, the data collection could either cover a cross-section of the population or it could target individuals with certain characteristics (for instance, only people who require psychological assistance, or people with a specific educational background).

In any case, the composition of a sample must be described in relation to the variables of age, gender, ethnicity and region, as experience shows that these variables lead to score differences between subgroups in a wide range of tests and questionnaires. Depending on the constructs the test is supposed to measure, it may be wise to describe the composition in relation to variables such as degree of urbanisation, socio-cultural status, educational level, reason for test use, job level, line of business, and absence or presence of referral or clinical diagnosis. To establish whether the distributions in the samples being described are in agreement with those in the corresponding populations, a description of the populations in question must always be supplied. For more general background variables, one can generally turn to the data supplied by Statistics Netherlands (CBS). If the variables being used in the sampling model show shortages at certain levels, this may be corrected to a limited degree by weighting. In case of underrepresentation, a maximum factor of 2 is acceptable.

When registering ethnicity, it can be a problem that the data are not available or that registration was not permitted. There are also varying definitions of ethnicity which are not always decisive, or sufficient for research purposes. Finally, the composition of the target population in this regard is not always known. This does not relieve the test author of the obligation to try to supply the most complete information possible. Because of these considerations, norm groups can only receive a rating of ‘good’ when they originate from a random sampling model that strives for national representativeness. Two very common ways of collecting data do not meet this requirement: regional norms and samples of convenience. Notes are given below for the rating of both these sample types. Norms based on samples such as these can only receive a maximum rating of ‘sufficient’.

Regional norms

When the test is intended for national use, nationally distributed norms must be collected, because the scores on many types of tests display regional differences. The influence of these differences is primarily because regions are associated with variables that cause these scoring differences, such as socio-economic status, educational level and ethnicity. If the author can show that the principal background variables which make up part of a regional sample correspond with the national population, the highest possible rating on question 4.3.b for a regional sample is 2. Which background variables are important here depends on the expected correlation between background variable and test score. With a test for language skills, it can be expected that the scores will be linked with ethnicity. If a regional sample is based on a sample from a large city in the western part of the country, non-native respondents will probably be over-represented with respect to the rest of the Netherlands, meaning that the mean test score and the norms will not be representative of the Netherlands as a whole. In this case, data must be presented on ethnicity within both the sample and the population, and a correction must be made, if needed, for the unrepresentative composition of the sample. Consequently, a score of 2 on question 4.3.b means that the maximum possible rating for regional norms is ‘sufficient’. The normal procedures for weighting then dictate that the choice for a rating of ‘sufficient’ is dependent on the rating for questions 4.4 through 4.7. Important variables in this context are gender, age and ethnicity, but the purposes of psychological testing (for example, selection or career counselling) may also be important.

Samples of convenience

Data collection quite frequently makes use of samples of convenience such as students who require assistance for their choice of school, psychology students who happen to be available, or the clients of a vocational guidance service. In general, samples of this kind make poor norm groups because they have not been controlled for variables that are related to the test score. Besides, they cannot be considered representative for the intended populations, such as middle school students, students in higher education, or all Dutch employees who have one certain type of job or are of a certain level.

Samples of convenience are actually not samples in the strictest sense of the word: this usually refers to the entire client population that fills in a questionnaire or a test in a certain period or on a certain occasion. There is no guarantee that each member of the target population has an equal chance of being included in the sample. The data collection is not based on a sampling model. The problem with samples of convenience is that one does not precisely know what one is collecting. For example, if a sample like this is based on the clients of a number of vocational guidance agencies, can a group like this be considered a true cross-section of the Dutch population with the same age and education, or is there reason to suppose that people who have difficulties in choosing an occupation are different from the rest of the Dutch population? Or can a...
norm group comprised of the applicants tested by personnel selection firm X with three offices throughout the country be used for the applicants of firm Y? Norm groups of this type will not be representative, as their composition is either unknown or not subject to control. Some test authors do consider the size of the norm group to be an argument for the representativeness, validity or applicability of the norms. The size of such norm groups is indeed usually not a problem (numbers in the thousands are not an exception), but the size of a sample in itself reveals nothing about its representativeness, nor about its usability. For example, the clients of firm X consist primarily of companies in the ICT sector. The norms based on this group of applicants may well be suitable for other personnel selection firms who specialise in ICT, but not for firms whose clients come primarily from other occupational fields.

Norms based on samples of convenience can be seen as a special variety of regional norms, and regional norms can in turn often be a sample of convenience. For instance, one might consider the clients of firm X as a sample of all applicants in the Netherlands. Just as with regional norms, the quality of a sample of convenience can be rated ‘sufficient’ if an exhaustive description of variables that are possibly relevant to the norm group is given. However, it is not enough to demonstrate the representativeness of the intended target group in terms of gender, age and ethnicity alone; there must also be variables that are associated with the purpose of the test, such as the line of business and the job in selection situations, and the type of disorder in clinical situations. The normal procedures for weighting dictate that the rating of ‘sufficient’ is dependent on the rating for questions 4.4 through 4.7. The motivation for a rating of ‘sufficient’ in these cases is that such norms can be successfully used when the user knows to which group a client or applicant can be compared.

Notes for question 4.4: ‘Are the meaning and the limitations of the norm scale made clear to the user, and is the type of norm scale in agreement with the purpose of the test?’

For the conversion of raw scores into derived scores, one can make a choice from three types of norms (Drenth & Stijnsma, 2006): proportional norms, norms based on ranking, and norms based on means and standard deviation.

One well-known example of proportional norms is the old-fashioned Intelligence Quotient (IQ), in which mental age is divided by chronological age. Currently, this method of IQ calculation is scarcely in use, if at all. Another example is the Didactic Age Equivalent (DAE), which evaluates the level of a child’s learning performance in terms of the duration of schooling (in months) needed to reasonably expect this performance in the actual age of the child. There are many practical and theoretical objections to proportional norms. For an extended discussion, see Evers and Reising (2007). The COTAN recommends the use of general and DAEs in particular. Consequently, tests reported solely in terms of DAEs are rated as ‘insufficient’ for norms. The COTAN would prefer that DAEs completely disappear, but some tests report DAEs alongside standard scores or ranking scores. In such reports, the standard scores and ranking scores must definitely take precedence and will generally be accompanied by an extended description of how these systems are to be used. Additionally, the manual must contain an explicit warning about the limitations of DAEs.

Norms based on ranking are percentiles and scale systems derived from them, such as vigintiles, deciles and the A to E system used by Cito. Examples of norm types based on means and standard deviation, here referred to as deviation norms, include stanines, T-scores and deviation IQs. In deviation norms, a further distinction can be made between linear transformations and normalised transformations. In principle, normalising transformations should be used, unless the raw scores already approximate a normal distribution. If more than one norm group is being distinguished, as with successive age groups or school grades, it is better to begin by applying fit procedures to the cumulative distribution (Laros & Tellegen, 1991), because transformations based on the direct conversion of the cumulative proportions observed are very sensitive to sampling fluctuations.

When age or grade norms are provided, an excessively wide age or grade interval can have the effect that performance at the beginning of the interval is overestimated and underestimated at the end. Ability tests for young children are particularly susceptible to this, with a variation of 10 score points within a one-year period. Even in the first years of secondary education, the difference between two consecutive years may amount to as much as half a standard deviation. This kind of bias can be easily prevented by expanding the number of norm tables for age and grade norms, by using continuous norming or by correcting for the day on which the test is administered (so-called instruction day correction), which in fact comes down to the same thing. If a test is intended only for use during a particular period of the school year (as with some Cito tests), this must be clearly indicated, and the norm data must have been collected in the corresponding period. Age and grade norms must state the time of year in which the norm scores were collected.

The various scale types found in both ranking and deviation norms differ in the number of score units that are employed. Systems with many units, such as percentiles and deviation IQs, make more precise distinctions possible than systems with few units, such as A-E scores and stanines. The choice of a particular system depends on the purpose and the features of the test. If the aim of the test is to establish broad differentiation between persons, one should choose a precise system with many units, but only under the condition that the range of possible raw scores should also offer enough possibilities for differentiation. For example, it is pointless to use percentiles (which have 100 units) when the possible raw score on the test is 0 and the maximum is 20, so a total of only 21 score units. Opting for a rough system is detrimental to the differentiation, but may make the outcomes more readily comprehensible. A choice of this type is preferable when only a broad indication is required. No matter what scale system is used, the features and the possible precision of the system should be described and the reasons for choosing the particular scale should be given.

Regarding tests intended for research at group level, no norm tables are usually provided. A statement of the mean and the standard deviation of the norm group or groups will suffice.

Notes for question 4.5: ‘Is there information about the means, the standard deviations, and the score distribution?‘

• Data on the means, the standard deviations, and the score distributions must be provided for each group. Aspects of the distribution such as kurtosis, skewness and bimodality are relevant, as well as possible differences in these parameters between norm groups. For example, it may be the case that the scores on a questionnaire are more or less normally distributed in one group, while 50% of the participants in another group obtain the lowest score (the so-called bottom effect). Another example might be the bottom or ceiling effects in tests for cognitive abilities shown by groups with a low or high level of education, respectively. This causes the test to discriminate less well in these groups.

Notes for question 4.6: ‘Is there information about possible differences between subgroups (for instance with respect to gender)?‘

The data mentioned in question 4.5 must also be stated for possible subgroups. There are various reasons why subgroup differences must be studied and reported:

• The results may show adverse impact.
• This can constitute an extra reason for performing research on both test and item bias.
• Supplying these data enables test users to make their own decisions about whether to include them in their interpretation. Even when there appear to be significant differences between subgroups, it is not always desirable to employ norm tables for each subgroup. For example, ADHD seems to occur more frequently in boys than girls: let us suppose in 15% of boys and in 5% of girls. If a questionnaire for detecting ADHD uses norm groups for each gender and the limit is set at the 90th percentile in each group, this means that an equal number of boys and girls are classified as having ADHD. This is an underestimation of the boys and an overestimate of the girls. In such a case, one norm table for boys and girls combined is the better choice.

The point is not to cover all possible subgroups, but to choose subgroups that are relevant to the nature and purpose of the test. These include groups based on gender, age or ethnic background.

Notes for question 4.7: ‘Is there information about the accuracy of the measurement, and the corresponding confidence intervals?‘

Interpretation of test scores demands information on the accuracy of the measurement and the corresponding confidence intervals. Measures providing information on the accuracy of the measurement are scale types such as the standard error of estimate and (for tests constructed according to an item-response model) the test information function/standard error (Drenth & Stijmsma, 1990, 2006, pp. 226-235; Lord & Novick, 1968).

The standard error of measurement is calculated from the standard deviation and the reliability and is equal to \( s_e = \sqrt{\frac{S^2}{1-r}} \). It can be used to estimate a confidence interval for the true score \( T \). The true score \( T \) is non-observable and is easily estimated by using the observed score \( X \) (therefore \( X \approx T \)). This assures that measurement errors are normally distributed. The confidence interval for \( T \) is symmetrical around the observed score \( X \), which functions as an estimate of \( T \). A confidence interval of 95% is obtained by calculating for a given observed score \( X \) the following:

\[ X \pm 1.96s_e \]

The level of the interval is thus obtained by multiplying 1.96, from \( X \), and the upper limit is obtained by adding 1.96, to \( X \). This interval provides an impression of the accuracy of the measurement and can be used to test hypotheses about a person’s true score.

The standard error of estimate can be used for the same purposes as the standard error of measurement: in other words, the estimate of a confidence interval for the true score. The difference is that another estimate of the true score is used. Here, the true score is estimated by means of linear regression, which results in the formula \( T = X + s_e^T \). This formula is again based on the linear regression assumption, \( X \) is the mean of the group in which the reliability is determined. This formula is known as Kelley’s formula. Because it gives a regression estimate of the true score, the standard error of estimate, \( s_e = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum (T - X)^2} \), is now used to estimate a (95%) confidence interval for \( T \). This is done by calculating \( T \pm 1.96s_e \), while using the estimated true score from Kelley’s formula. The advantage of Kelley’s method over the first formula is that more information is used to estimate the true score. The idea behind this is that if the reliability is lower, observed scores receive less weight while the group mean receives more. Conversely, if the reliability is higher the group mean plays hardly any role and estimated \( T \) is determined almost entirely by the observed score \( X \). In this way, the reliability and the mean test score play a role in the estimate of \( T \). This is the essence of the estimate formula with use of Kelley’s formula.

The consequence of using more information is that \( s_e = S_e \), while \( T \approx X \). In short, the second method is more precise than the first.
The second formula for estimating the true score (Keeley’s formula) is often used in practice while the resulting standard error is erroneously reported as the ‘standard error of measurement’. One must beware of this.

The confidence interval is important when carrying out statistical tests. We will name two possibilities: is the score of person \( v \) different to that of another person \( w \) or to a cut-off score \( c? \)

The first possibility encompasses the null hypothesis that the true scores of two persons, say person \( v \) and person \( w \), are equal; thus, \( H_0: T_v = T_w \). We then test whether the difference is equal to 0, and evaluate the standard error of measurement of the difference \( D_w = X_v - X_w \). This standard error of measurement is equal to \( S_{\text{DE}} = \sqrt{S^2_{\text{v}} + S^2_{\text{w}}} \). A 95% confidence interval for the true difference which is estimated by using the observed difference is equal to \( D_{0.025} \leq D_w \leq D_{0.975} \). If the value of 0 lies within this interval, the null hypothesis is accepted, but if the value 0 lies outside the interval, the null hypothesis is rejected. For the second possibility, comparison of the test score with a cut-off score with this cut-off value, this cut-off value must be perfectly reliable. We then only need to check whether the cut-off value is contained within the confidence interval \( X \pm 1.96 \times S \).

Once obtained, the norm can only be legitimised on the basis of the level of coefficient kappa, no definitive norms are mentioned in literature, although a \( K \geq .60 \) is generally deemed a minimum value for acceptable interrater agreement. Shrout (1998) points out the comparability of kappa with ICC and posits that, just as with kappa, an ICC of \( > .80 \) can be interpreted as ‘good’.

Notes for question 4.8: ‘Is there sufficient agreement between the raters?’

For interpreting the coefficient kappa and the intraclass correlation coefficient:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient kappa or intraclass correlation coefficient</th>
<th>ICC &gt; .80</th>
<th>ICC &gt; .60</th>
<th>ICC &lt; .60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K_r ) or ICC ( \geq .80 )</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_r &lt; .80 )</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes for question 4.9. ‘Are the procedures for determining the cut-off scores correct?’

To judge whether norms can be legitimised, it is important for the test author to describe precisely what procedures were followed. When rating this question, one must check whether the following conditions have been met:

- Are all steps and decisions taken in agreement with the definitions and procedures stated in the method?
- Have all the steps defined in the model been kept constant?

This includes matters such as instructions, materials and the provision of statistical information on performance distributions.

If one of these two conditions is not met, the rating must be ‘insufficient’. For a rating of ‘sufficient’, the two conditions above must be met. For a rating of ‘good’, the test author must additionally justify the use of a particular standard determination procedure and indicate how any inconsistencies in ratings were dealt with during the standard determination procedure.

Notes for question 4.10: ‘Have the raters been properly selected and trained?’

Because the raters play a prominent role in the standard determination method, one must choose them with care. Potential raters must at least have knowledge of the domain the test is concerned with, and the rater should have preferably been trained in evaluating the work of test takers. It is also important that every rater should understand the standard determination method that is to be followed, thus avoiding any disagreements arising because raters are applying the method in different ways. This goal can also be achieved by offering a training programme. To judge whether the test author has chosen the raters prudently, a description of the selection procedure and the training offered to raters must be provided.

Criterion-referenced interpretation

Cut-off scores can be empirically supported in all sorts of ways. However, one shared feature is that in all these cases, it is not only the test-takers` scores that are available, but also data on the criterion to be predicted, and thus on the test-criterion relationship. In essence, this involves research on the criterion validity, which also has the function of empirically establishing a norm. The research evaluated here concerns the latter function. A few examples:

- After research that establishes the relationship between test scores and job performance, personnel selection departments can determine minimum required scores and/or construct expectancy tables.
- In clinical psychology, ROC curves and sensitivity and specificity values based on the relationship between test scores and independently established diagnoses can be used to determine the most favourable cut-off scores.
- When awarding licences or diplomas, the pass/fail limit can be determined by investigating which test score shows a favourable relationship between participants who were successful in practice and those who were not.
Notes for question 4.11: 'Do the research results justify the use of cut-off scores?'
When cut-off scores are empirically supported, the researcher will have to provide proof for the usability of the chosen cut-off score. For personnel selection, this might call for data on the success ratio, while a clinical situation might require data on the sensitivity and specificity (see the notes for key questions 7.1 and 7.2). No general recommendations for the desired value of these measures can be given, not only because 'what is high or low' can vary for each criterion to be predicted, but also because the prediction results are influenced by other variables like the base rate or the prevalence. It should thus be left to the reviewer’s expertise to weigh the various factors against one another and make a judgement on the values of the results obtained.

Notes for question 4.12: 'Is the research sample appropriate for the intended use?'
The research that determines the cut-off score must be related to the population for which the test is used. If the composition of the sample is more heterogeneous than that of the population for which the test is to be used, and in which decisions will ultimately be made, this will not only lead to overly biased results, but may possibly produce cut-off scores different to those that would have been obtained from research on an appropriate group. For an accurate evaluation, the sample must be described with the use of any relevant psychological or demographic variables.

Notes for question 4.13: 'Is the research sample large enough?'
Cut-off scores can be viewed as ‘normal’ points in a score distribution to which a special meaning is assigned. For the precision with which these points have been established, the same requirements apply as those for norm tables, whose precision is primarily determined by the group’s size. Bear in mind that determining one or more cut-off scores involves only a limited number of points, while with norm tables, the precision of the entire score distribution can be affected. The requirements set for the size of the research sample can therefore be relaxed in comparison with the requirements in force for norm-referenced interpretation (see notes for question 4.3.a). Assuming that cut-off scores are only determined in situations having to do with ‘important decisions on an individual level’ (see the recommendations for question 4.3.a for a description), a research sample consisting of at least 300 persons is rated ‘good’, a research sample of at least 200 persons is rated ‘sufficient’ and a research sample of less than 200 persons is rated ‘insufficient’.

Rules for determining final rating for criterion 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Norms</th>
<th>Norm-referenced interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All three key questions (4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) are rated ‘3’.</td>
<td>Sum score 4.4 through 4.7 x 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum score 4.4 through 4.7 = 7 or 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum score 4.4 through 4.7 x 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key question 4.1 is rated ‘3’ and both key questions 4.2 and 4.3 are rated at least ‘2’.</td>
<td>Sum score 4.4 through 4.7 x 9”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum score 4.4 through 4.7 x 8”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more of the three key questions is rated ‘1’.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For questions 4.7 a, b, and c, the highest-scoring sub-question is taken.
* If questions 4.4 through 4.7 are all rated ‘3’, the final rating is ‘good’.
** If questions 4.4 through 4.7 are all rated ‘2’, the final rating is ‘sufficient’.

Content-referenced interpretation

| Key questions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.8 are all rated ‘3’. | Sum score 4.9 and 4.10 = 5 | good |
| | Sum score 4.9 and 4.10 = 3 or 4 | sufficient |
| | Sum score 4.9 and 4.10 = 2 | insufficient |

Key question 4.1 is rated ‘3’ and key questions 4.2 and/or 4.8 are rated at least ‘2’.
| Sum score 4.9 and 4.10 = 5 | sufficient |
| Sum score 4.9 and 4.10 = 4 | insufficient |

One or more of the three key questions is rated ‘1’.
| | insufficient |

Criterion-referenced interpretation

| Key questions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.11 are all rated ‘3’. | Sum score 4.12 and 4.13 = 5 | good |
| | Sum score 4.12 and 4.13 = 3 or 4 | sufficient |
| | Sum score 4.12 and 4.13 = 2 | insufficient |

Key question 4.1 is rated ‘3’ and key questions 4.2 and/or 4.11 are rated at least ‘2’.
| Sum score 4.12 and 4.13 = 5 | sufficient |
| Sum score 4.12 and 4.13 = 4 | insufficient |

At least one of the three key questions is rated ‘1’.
| | insufficient |
5 Reliability

Classical test theory posits that a test score (X) is constructed from a reliable portion, also called the true score (T), and a portion that is attributable to the influence of random measurement errors. This latter portion is called the measurement error (E). The test score is the sum of the true score and the measurement error: X = T + E. It would be ideal to measure only the true score, but the fact is that test scores do also contain measurement errors. The goal of reliability analysis is to estimate the influence of measurement errors on the test scores.

The variance of the test scores in a group of persons (S^2) is constructed of true variance (S_T^2) and error variance (S_E^2), so that S^2 = S_T^2 + S_E^2. In its most basic form, error variance represents the distribution that results from random measurement errors, so the true variance represents all systematic differences between respondents. Parallel forms reliability is the ratio of this reliable variance and the variance of the test scores.

Besides the interpretation of measurement errors as random score components, there is another interpretation that states that measurement errors contain all unintended components of the test score, beginning with the random ones, but subsequently the unintended systematic ones as well. In this case, the true variance represents the distribution of the intended score components, and the error variance represents the distribution that results from the unintended components, including the random measurement errors. An estimate of this is obtained by using techniques from generalisability theory, item-response theory and structural equation models. In both cases, it is important, but not always strictly necessary, to analyse data specially collected for this purpose.

An example of a test that measures not just the intended property but another property as well is a calculation test whose variance in the test scores is dependent not only on calculation skills (intended) but also language skills and chance (both unintended). The first form of reliability is equal to the ratio of the variance as the result of differences between respondents in calculation skills and language skills together, and the variance in the test scores. The second form is equal to the ratio of the variance of only the intended calculation skills, and the variance in the test score.

The sources of error variance can vary greatly and do not have to be related only to unintended psychological properties like the language skills in the previous example. An alternative possibility is that one investigates the extent to which a test score can be repeated over a specific period. In this way, ‘moody’ can be rated at the same time point with two questionnaires functioning as parallel instruments, and it can prove that the measurement at that time point was very reliable. However, if there is a long time interval between two administrations of the same test (not two different versions), the correlation between the two test scores may prove to be low. One can then conclude that the differences between respondents measured over a long period were only for a small portion systematic. The reliability, or the test-retest reliability in this case, is therefore too small for generalisation of the test score over the investigated time period.

The indices of reliability that mention the error source thus make it possible to declare a test reliable for a particular purpose. The use of the traditional reliability indices as explained in question 5.2 makes it possible to establish the generalisability of scores over versions (parallel forms reliability; reliability estimates on the basis of inter-item relationships give an estimate of this, which we will discuss later), time points (test-retest reliability) and raters (inter-rater reliability). This summary confirms a fact to which we have already alluded: it is not possible to speak of the definitive reliability of a test. Rather, different forms of reliability are distinguished depending on the nature of the variance analysed in a particular reliability study.

It is also important to acknowledge that the outcomes of the reliability study for a particular test depend on the group being studied. If the same characteristic is measured in two groups, the reliability is greatest in the group with the widest variance in the test scores. On the other hand, if the test measures only the intended characteristic in one group, and both the intended characteristic and an unintended property in the other group (think of the earlier example of calculation and language skills), then the validity of the test is at risk, and it is not advisable to compare the scores of people from different groups with one another.

Although a test frequently contains more than one component (scales, subtests), the reviewer usually will give one rating for the reliability, which supplies a summary of results for the various components. This is the case with questionnaires consisting of various scales such as the DAT, the DPSMH and the MCT-MF. In such cases, the lowest coefficient is decisive for the rating. However, when this coefficient is a clear negative exception (for example, every subtest but one is ‘good’ and one is ‘insufficient’), the higher rating may be given (in this case, ‘good’).

This exception should be mentioned in a footnote. Another situation can arise when the scores on the subtests are added up to arrive at a total score, as is done with some intelligence tests. Here, there are three possible approaches:

- If only the interpretation of the total score matters, of course only the reliability of this score needs to be rated.
- If the test author states that the total score is indeed the most important, but that the interpretation of subtest scores is also possible, the reliabilities of the subtest scores should be rated with the criteria that apply one level below the level that applies to the total score (see notes for question 5.2). If the total score is categorised as ‘important’, subtest scores should be in the category ‘less important’. In most cases, subtest scores are less reliable than total scores, but when the above rule is applied the ratings can be equal.
- If the test author makes no distinction between the importance of the total score and the factor or subtest scores, they are rated in the same way, as equally important.

When the ratings given for the reliability of factors/subtests and total scores differ, this should be mentioned in a footnote to the rating. It is also important to note that only one rating is given when a test author computes the reliability of several groups, and these are found to differ. Here, the results for groups that represent the primary intended use should be weighted more heavily. Mutatis mutandis, such cases are also governed by the rule stated above. The lowest reliability coefficient is decisive for the rating except in cases where this value is a clear exception.

### Questions for criterion 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Ms.</th>
<th>Ins.</th>
<th>Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key question</td>
<td>Is there information about the reliability of the test?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>If the rating of this question is negative, proceed directly to criterion 6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>Are the outcomes of the reliability research sufficient with respect to the type of decisions that are based on the test?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.a</td>
<td>Parallel forms reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.b</td>
<td>Reliability on the basis of inter-item relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.c</td>
<td>Test-retest reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.d</td>
<td>Inter-rater reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.e</td>
<td>Methods based on item-response theory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2.f</td>
<td>Methods based on generalisability theory or structural equation models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>What is the quality of the reliability research?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3.a</td>
<td>Are the procedures for calculating the reliability coefficients correct?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3.b</td>
<td>Are the samples for calculating the reliability coefficients consistent with the intended use of the test?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3.c</td>
<td>Do the data provided make it possible to make a well-grounded judgement on the reliability of the test?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When estimating variance components in generalisability studies, thresholds must be observed that are equivalent to the values above. This is also true for a reliability coefficient based on item-response theory and structural equation models. For standard errors and the information function, it is more difficult to devise simple rules of thumb. This subject is further discussed under 5.2.e.

Very often, more than one of the indices under 5.2.a through 5.2.f will be mentioned for one test. When deciding on the final rating for reliability, the coefficient that must be weighted most heavily is the one that best matches the purposes for which the test is being used. For prediction over time, for example, a stability index is the first priority.

Notes for question 5.2.a: 'Parallel forms reliability'
Parallel forms reliability can be used to estimate the reliability as the ratio of systematic variance and variance of the test scores. Tests are parallel when their scores for the same group show the same means, variances, and correlations with other variables. If these features are present, the correlation between the test scores is then equal to the reliability of the individual tests. If the test versions are not parallel, their correlation gives an underestimate of the parallel forms reliability. This correlation can then also be seen as a measure of the generalisability over differing, non-parallel test versions.

Parallel forms reliability can be useful for pure speed tests. The correlation between the test halves, formed on the basis of either halving the testing time or the test content, can be considered as parallel forms reliability, but then only for half a test. A correction for test length can subsequently be applied to obtain an estimate of the reliability of the entire test.

Notes for question 5.2.b: 'Reliability on the basis of inter-item relationships'
Cronbach’s (1951) alpha is based on the covariance between the items on a test and is almost always used to estimate the reliability of the test score. Three factors are important here. First of all, alpha is a minimum value for parallel forms reliability. The value of alpha is therefore lower than the true reliability of the test (Novick & Lewis, 1967). Second, there are many alternative methods that strongly resemble alpha and sometimes give an estimate of the reliability that is closer to the true reliability than alpha’s. One such example is Guttman’s lambda2 (Guttman, 1945). The value of Guttman’s lambda2 is always closer to the reliability than that of alpha, although the differences are small. Third, a great deal of literature on test theory reports that alpha is a measure for the internal consistency of a test. This is the origin of the often-used designation ‘internal consistency coefficient’. This means that a higher value for alpha would indicate that the items possess the same property to a higher degree. However, psychometric literature has shown that this interpretation is incorrect: a low value of alpha can be associated with both a one-factor and a multiple-factor test, and the same can be said of a high value of alpha (Drenthe & Sijtsma, 2006). If one wants to make a statement about the test composition, the best alternatives are techniques like factor analysis and principal component analysis.

In addition, the estimate of the reliability is sometimes calculated with the split-half coefficient or split-half reliability. This method is discouraged, as the outcomes are dependent on the random distribution of items over test halves. Besides, the mean of the split-half coefficients based on all possible divisions of the test into two halves is identical to Cronbach’s alpha (Lord & Novick, 1968). For this reason, it is probably better to use alpha or lambda2.

Another method that is rarely used is the greatest lower bound (GLB; Ten Berge & Soóan, 2004). Under the assumptions of classical test theory and given a table with inter-item covariances, this method searches for the lowest possible value for reliability. The result is a worst-case scenario for reliability that always appears to be greater than Cronbach’s alpha and results of comparable methods. In view of the fact that the GLB is closer to the true reliability, it is a better underestimate of it than the other methods described above.

For speed tests and tests with so-called heterogeneous scales, measures for internal consistency such as Cronbach’s alpha are not useful. The same applies to causal indicators (see Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994, for the difference between causal and effect indicators) and to the comparable so-called emergent traits (for the distinction between emergent traits on the one hand, and single or multi-faceted traits on the other, see Schneider & Hough, 1995), for which it is similarly unnecessary for the items to be correlated to each other. In all these cases, one of the other reliability indices may provide the answer. For pure speed tests, the parallel forms method (see also the comment on question 5.2.a) or the test-retest method may be used. However, many power tests also have a time limit. Particularly when a significant percentage of the test takers have not been able to complete the last items of the test, internal consistency should not be calculated automatically, because this can cause reliability to be overestimated. In such cases, an estimate of reliability can be obtained by splitting the test into two halves of equal test length (for instance the odd and the even items) and correcting the correlation between the scores on these halves (which have been administered within half the testing time) for test length. When speed is not a primary factor, say, if no more than 30% of the test takers fail to complete the last item, another possibility is to apply a correction formula for reliability (De Zeeuw, 1978). Another possibility in that case would be to estimate the reliability for only those items completed by at least 90% of the test takers.

Notes for question 5.2.c: ‘Test-retest reliability’
Generalisability over time is estimated by means of test-retest correlations. Here, a test is repeated in the same research sample. Both the time interval and any relevant events which took place during the interval must be reported with maximum accuracy. The length of the time interval and the value of the correlation determine the degree to which the test performance can be generalised over time. Test-retest coefficients are especially desirable when the test is intended for prediction over time, but also when one expects that the construct to be measured is related to age, as in intelligence tests for children.

Notes for question 5.2.d: ‘Inter-rater reliability’
For observation and rating scales in particular, it is important to know whether scores can be generalised with respect to observers or raters. Measures that can be used are agreement indices such as Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960,1969), Gower’s coefficient (Gower, 1971), the identity coefficient (Zegers & Ten Berge, 1985) and other measures that account for differences in means and variances between raters (see Zegers, 1989 for an overview). Study of the variance components or the factor structure of the observers’ or raters’ behaviour may also be relevant here.

When rating the reported values, it is important to consider the kind of coefficient used. For example, literature distinguishes between inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability (Heuvelmans & Sanders, 1993). The difference is that in the denominator of the formula for the inter-rater reliability, the variance component for the raters is left out. This coefficient will therefore give higher outcomes than the formula for inter-rater agreement. The differences in the transformations applied to the scores for the various coefficients mentioned by Zegers (1989) are similar. Finally, it must be stressed that high inter-rater reliability is an essential condition for high test reliability, but that it is not the same thing as high test reliability.
Notes for question 5.2.e: ‘Methods based on item-response theory’

Literature on item-response theory mentions two approaches for establishing the accuracy of a test score. The first approach is closely aligned to the classical definition. There are two methods. The first method states the reliability of the estimated latent trait, which in item-response theory replaces the estimated true score, in other words, the test score (Embreton & Reise, 2000). The second method is known by the name rho and was proposed by Mokken (1971). This method is based on information on individual items and yields an estimate of the reliability of the test score when certain conditions are met that are typical of item-response models. The rules for interpretation of both reliability methods are the same as the rules mentioned in the notes for question 5.2.

The second approach is fundamentally different to what we are accustomed to from classical test theory, because it gives an estimate of the accuracy as a function of the scale of the latent trait. The result is a function instead of a coefficient. This function is the so-called test information function, of which variants can be stated. The test information function can also be converted into a function that gives the standard errors that belong to the estimate of the latent trait values. In this way, every latent trait value can be used to calculate confidence intervals for the true latent trait value. When there are different latent trait values, there are also confidence intervals of different lengths. This shows that not every scale value, and therefore not every person, is measured with equal accuracy. For example, if most of the items for the group to which the test is administered are of average difficulty, the confidence intervals in the middle of the scale, where the precision of measurement is relatively high, are shorter than at the extremes. This illustrates that it is not possible to precisely measure people for whom all items are either difficult (and had a low test score) or easy (high test score). The items are simply not suitable for these individuals.

In order to determine such confidence intervals, classical test theory uses the standard error of measurement and assumes that this applies to every individual. This implies that the confidence intervals are equally long for everyone, regardless of their position on the scale.

Concrete recommendations for the level of information functions or the length of confidence intervals are difficult to give, because they depend on the application of the test and the importance of the decisions that must be made on the basis of the test scores. One would do well to consult the literature on item-response theory. For instance, see Reise and Havliund (2005, p. 234) who present a way of using the information function, and Langenbucher et al. (2004), who clarify that a scale cannot measure with equal reliability in every location.

Notes for question 5.2.f: ‘Methods based on generalisability theory or structural equation models’

Finally, we mention the possibility of estimating reliability by using structural equation models. A major role is played here by confirmatory factor models. At the moment, this method is rarely employed, but see Raykov (1997) and Green and Yang (2009).

Notes for question 5.3.a: ‘Are the procedures for calculating the reliability coefficients correct?’

Some points of special attention for each of the forms of reliability we have mentioned are stated below:

- When parallelism of two tests cannot be made plausible (the most critical feature here is identical correlation behaviour with other variables), the calculated coefficients should instead be considered as an index of convergent validity.
- When constructing a test or scale, there is often an attempt to obtain the highest Cronbach's alpha possible. This is often done by using items with homogenous content. This can lead to very specific test content, in which the construct being measured is far narrower than the one originally intended. This does not always produce a useful test or scale. The fact that a subgroup of items in a test shows higher intercorrelations than the rest of the items, or even the existence of several such subgroups within a scale, need not preclude a high Cronbach's alpha or a coefficient related to it. On the contrary, if correlations with the other items are moderate, such homogenous subgroups enhance the value of these estimates of reliability. Relatively high inter-item correlations within a subgroup of items can arise because these items share unintended variance not common to the other items in the test, for instance when items are formulated similarly or have a specific word in common. Such unintended variance contributes to higher estimates of reliability because the variance of the systematic differences between respondents is greater. Unintended narrowing of the construct can be avoided as early as the developmental phase of the test by testing for unidimensionality, for instance by using structural equation models (programmes such as AMOS, Mplus or LISREL), and using the theoretical basis of the test construction to take appropriate action.
- In an extreme case where no descriptive information at all on the reported reliability coefficients is provided, this question cannot be answered. In most cases, enough information will be provided to allow the quality of the reliability research to be rated. Especially in borderline cases (Insufficient/sufficient, sufficient/good), inadequate information can be a reason for giving the lower rating.

Notes for question 5.3.b: ‘Are the samples for calculating the reliability coefficients consistent with the intended use of the test?’

Reliability coefficients must be computed for the groups for which the test is used. This implies that they have to be computed per norm group, since the scores of test takers are compared with such a group and it is the reliability of the measurement within this reference group which matters. It is therefore incorrect, and even misleading, to calculate reliability coefficients for the total of the groups or, as sometimes happens, for a selection of groups at extremes of the distribution. Since the size of the reliability coefficient also depends on the distribution of the scores, the coefficient calculated for the scores of the total group will almost always be higher, certainly for the extremes, than for each norm group separately. If the coefficients for each norm group have not been calculated, a rating of ‘insufficient’ must be given.

Notes for question 5.3.c: ‘Do the data that are provided make it possible to make a well-grounded judgement on the reliability of the test?’

Below are some examples of information which must be available in order to evaluate the quality of the reliability study:

- Are the standard deviations of the scores of the test and the retest group given?
- For tests with a time limit, is it stated for each item what percentage of test takers have answered that item?
- Have the samples for which the reliability coefficients are calculated been described in sufficient detail?
- Is it mentioned how many observers or raters are included in the reliability coefficient being reported?
- Observers or raters usually receive training for their job. This training will influence the quality of the ratings and therefore the level of inter-rater reliability. The description of the training programme should be detailed enough to enable new test users to prepare themselves in the same way so that the reliability of the ratings can be generalised to other situations. It must be feasible for new users to acquire the same skill level. It is also important to mention whether the reported reliability coefficient relates to the assessment of a single observer or rater or the averaged assessment of several observers or raters.
### Rules for determining final rating for criterion 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>The key question is rated '3'.</th>
<th>Question 5.3 is rated '3'.</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question 5.3 is rated '2'.</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question 5.3 is rated '1'.</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5.2 is rated '2'.</td>
<td>Question 5.3 is rated '3'.</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question 5.3 is rated '2'.</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question 5.3 is rated '1'.</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5.2 is rated '1'.</td>
<td>Question 5.3 is rated '1'.</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If there is a positive rating for question 5.1, question 5.2 on the size of the reliability coefficient then produces a provisional rating. This provisional rating may be lowered on the basis of the answer to question 5.3 on the quality of the research performed.

---

### 6 Construct validity

Validity is the extent to which a test fulfils its purpose. Can the intended conclusions be drawn from the test scores? Literature mentions many forms of validity: Drenth & Sijtsma (2006, pp. 334-340), for example, mention eight different forms. These distinctions reflect the purpose of the validity research or the validation process using specific data-analysis techniques. Recent decades have shown a strengthening of the standpoint that different forms of validation determination should not be seen as different forms of validity, but as different ways of collecting information on the validity, and that validity ought to be seen as a unitary concept (see Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, 1999). From this standpoint, the most important task is to collect validity information that matches the purpose of the test, such as description, prediction or classification. Validity thus refers to scientifically grounded argumentation to support a particular interpretation of a test, where not all types of evidence are equally important to the purpose (Ter Laak & De Goede, 2003). In other words, we are not looking for a property of a test, but a property of the interpretation of test scores. A more recent viewpoint on validity comes from Borsboom, Mellenbergh and Van Heerden (2004), who posit that validity is concerned with the question of whether the attribute being measured is capable of causing variance in the outcomes of the measurement. In this approach as well, a distinction between types of validity is not the issue.

Whatever approach to validity one chooses, for a standardised review one must apply a degree of structure to the validity concept. This is in line with the classical three-category classification for the purpose of validity research as given in such publications as Richtlijnen voor ontwikkeling en gebruik van psychologische tests en studietoetsen (Guidelines for development and use of psychological tests and educational exams) (Evers et al., 1988): content validity, construct validity and criterion validity. Of these three, validity information related to the relevance of a test’s content (content validity) and to the meaning of a test score (construct validity) is considered important for all types of tests, regardless of their purpose. However, this does not apply to information on the predictive value of test scores (criterion validity). For tests without any predictive function, such as those for evaluating educational progress, this type of information is not required. On the other hand, it is true that data on criterion validity can be employed to rate the construct validity (question 6.2), because these data can also help to clarify what is being measured by the test. In that case, data concerned with criterion validity are in fact also part of the process of construct validity (see Anastasi, 1986; Messick, 1988).

In the present review system, data or arguments about content validity are treated as a component of the test development process and have therefore already been discussed in Chapter 1 ‘Theoretical basis of the test construction’. The present chapter is devoted to construct validity, while criterion validity is discussed in Chapter 7.

Construct validity is intended to investigate whether the test does indeed measure the property it is meant to measure. Does the test measure the intended construct, or does it partly or mainly measure something else? Frequently used methods or techniques to provide evidence of construct validity are performing a factor analysis to demonstrate unidimensionality, comparing the mean scores of groups that are expected to differ, and calculating correlations with tests that are supposed to measure the same construct (convergent validity). This kind of research is normally quite easy to perform and the results can give an initial indication of the evidence of construct validity, but by themselves none of these indications are enough to justify a rating of ‘sufficient’. Only the accumulation of such evidence, or more extended structural research or multi-trait-multimethod research (Campbell & Fiske, 1959), can produce a rating of ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’.
Questions for criterion 6
Construct validity

Key question 6.1
Is there information about the construct validity of the test?
If the rating of this question is negative (1), skip the other questions for this criterion and continue with criterion 7.
1 3

6.2
Do the outcomes sufficiently confirm that the intended construct is being measured (or, do the outcomes make sufficiently clear what is being measured) on the basis of information on:
- a. The dimensionality of the scores?
- b. The psychometric quality of the items?
- c. The invariance of the factor structure and possible item bias in different groups?
- d. The convergent and discriminant validity?
- e. Differences between relevant groups?
- f. The basis of other data?
1 2 3

6.3a
Are the procedures used to calculate the construct validity coefficients correct?
1 2 3

6.3b
Are the samples used in the research on construct validity consistent with the groups for which the test is intended?
1 2 3

6.3c
What is the quality of the other measures used in the construct validity research?
1 2 3

6.3d
Is the quality of the research, as rated in questions 6.3a through 6.3c, good enough to confirm the rating of the construct validity as given in question 6.2?
1 2 3

Notes for key question 6.1: ‘Is there information about the construct validity of the test?’
This concerns the internal or external structure of the test. The internal structure can be investigated by determining measures of association between (groups of) items or subtests, and between subtests and the test as a whole. The external structure is usually investigated by determining the relationship with other tests (convergent and discriminant validity), and calculating differences between relevant groups.

Notes for question 6.2: ‘Do the outcomes sufficiently confirm that the intended construct is being measured (or, do the outcomes make sufficiently clear what is being measured)?’
Construct validity is primarily concerned with the accumulation of research evidence. Construct validation research is never completed. It may seem obvious, but still it has to be stressed here that the mere fact that construct validity is being researched does not automatically lead to a rating of ‘2’ or ‘3’.
For the rating, only the quality of the outcomes in the light of the theoretical basis of the test construction plays a role, of course in addition to the quality of the procedures and the research design used (see question 6.3).

Data on the psychometric quality of the items
The quality of the items can be rated in various ways. It is customary to consider the means of the item scores per group and at the same time to report data on the connection between items and tests or subtests. Tests based on classical test theory focus on the correlations of an item with the total score on the other items in the same (sub)test, also referred to as item-rest correlation (in SPSS this is known as the corrected item-total correlation). Tests based on item-response theory, on the other hand, focus on the fit of items within the chosen model. Depending on the model used, the following data must be supplied.
- **Item-rest correlations**
The size of the correlation indicates the extent to which the item in question measures the same construct as the other items, but this interpretation has its risks. The reason for this is that it must be confirmed by means such as factor analysis whether the items show high loadings on the same factor. Even if the test content is heterogeneous, an item can still have a high correlation with the total score on the other items, but because these represent a ‘mixture’ of various traits, the interpretation of the correlation is unclear or disputable. Another interpretation of the item-rest correlation is that of discriminatory power. Suppose that the total score on the other items creates a scale: then a high item-rest correlation means that persons with a low item score generally have a low scale score, and persons with a high item score have a high scale score. The item is thus well capable to differentiate between (groups of) people. For the rating of \( r_i \) values in tests featuring a high degree of internal consistency (see notes for question 5.2b for exceptions), one can use the guidelines in the table below (based on Veldhuizen, Goiidebeek & Sanders, 1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( r_i ) value</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.30 and higher</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20 to 0.29</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19 and lower</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rear in mind that the table above is meant for \( r_i \) values (item-total correlations); the more customary values (item-rest correlations) can turn out somewhat lower, especially for short tests. The length of a test also seems to have an influence on the \( r_i \) value: the longer the test, the lower the mean \( r_i \) value generally is.

- **Item parameters according to an item-response model**
Item-response models are often used to estimate item difficulties and item discrimination values obtained on scales that are substantially different from the more familiar item means and item-rest correlations. When reporting item indices, which are typical of item-response theory, it is advisable to set them alongside the more familiar, classical item indices such as item means and item-rest correlations.

Notes for questions 6.3a through 6.3c:
For the rating of construct validity, the following six types of research data are relevant:
- Data on the dimensionality of the scores
- Data on the psychometric quality of the items
- Data on the invariance of the factor structure and possible item bias in different groups
- Data on the convergent and discriminant validity
- Data on differences between relevant groups
- Other data

Here are some notes on each of these types of research data.

Data on the dimensionality of the scores
Here, dimensionality on both test and subset level is of interest.
The research data should provide an answer to the following questions:
- When theoretical considerations call for the assumption of different sub-constructs, do these also manifest as independent factors?
- Do the scores on the test (or on subset level, if applicable) prove to be unidimensional?
- How high is the correlation between subtests: are the constructs that are being measured distinguishable from each other?

The accuracy of the item parameter estimates in certain cases can also be rated by looking at the relationship between the standard error of the difficulty parameter \( se(b) \) and the standard deviation of the skills distribution of the calibration population \( sd(\theta) \). Here, it must hold that \( se(b_i) < c*sd(\theta) \), in which \( c \) is a constant. For the rating of the standard error of \( se(b) \), follow the guidelines in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( c ) value</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( c \leq 0.5 )</td>
<td>large (= ‘insufficient’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 &lt; ( c \leq 0.4 )</td>
<td>medium (= ‘sufficient’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c &gt; 0.2 )</td>
<td>small (= ‘good’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Size of the sample**
The sample must be sufficiently large to prevent the item parameters from being imprecisely estimated. For two reasons, there are no definitive rules that can be set up for this purpose. First, the minimum required sample size is dependent on the choice of item-response model; second, literature provides few recommendations concerning the desired sample size. It is often a question of ‘experience’. Literature mentions scarcely any guidelines for the sample size needed with logistic models for dichotomous items. The guidelines in the table below are derived from research by Parnell, Davery, Spray and Kalishon (1998).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-parameter</td>
<td>( N &gt; 700 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-parameter</td>
<td>( N &gt; 400 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-parameter</td>
<td>( N &gt; 200 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Fit of the statistical model**
All statistical methods are based on assumptions about distributions of variables (such as normal) and relationships between variables (such as linear). This is true of factor models and item-response models, but also for the well-known product-moment correlation. Any statements on the quality of tests based on statistical calculations can only be trusted if there is proof that these assumptions have been satisfied for the application in question. It is impractical to explain the implications of this for every technique, but the test author may certainly be expected to report the necessary information on the fit of the model in the manual of the test or questionnaire.
Data on the invariance of the factor structure and possible item bias in different groups

This research can be performed on the basis of models and procedures which are consistent with classical test theory or within item-response theory. If differences in factor structure are established or item bias is demonstrated, the consequences must be indicated, for example an estimate of the effect on the total test score. An additional benefit of the research on item bias is that it supplies information on the possible multidimensionality of the construct being measured.

Data on the convergent and discriminant validity

Both types can be obtained in one study with the multi-trait–multi-method approach. Data on the convergent validity can also be obtained via correlation with congruent tests. Data on discriminant validity are important for ruling out the accidental measurement of a construct other than the one intended. This makes it possible to measure job satisfaction without measuring negative affect, or to measure calculation skills without involving language skills to a significant extent.

Data on differences between relevant groups

Depending on the constructs intended to be measured and the features of particular groups, one may expect differences between these groups. For example, one would expect that students in grade 8 would score higher on a calculation skills test than students in grade 6. Similarly, it is expected that children diagnosed with ADHD will score higher on a hyperactivity test than ‘normal’ children. Group-comparing research of this type is important, because it can provide the first indication that the test is able to differentiate between groups as it is meant to. If it should unexpectedly prove that there are no differences, it is then highly unlikely that the test is measuring the intended construct. The reverse is not true, however: if there are differences between relevant groups, this is no guarantee that the test genuinely measures what it intends to measure. The calculation test can still measure language skills and the test for hyperactivity can still measure one or more forms of socially undesirable behaviour.

Other data

These might be data on the criterion validity that simultaneously provide information on the construct validity.

The question about the total score can be rated ‘2’ if results on at least two of the research types mentioned above are reported, if these outcomes generally support the desired structure, and if they concern both the internal and external structure. A rating of ‘3’ may be given if results on at least three of the research types mentioned above are reported, these outcomes unanimously support the desired structure, and these concern both the internal and external structure.

Notes for question 6.3.a: ‘Are the procedures used to calculate the construct validity coefficients correct?’

The research design and analysis techniques used must be explained with sufficient clarity. Insufficient information can result in a rating of ‘2’ or even ‘1’ for this question. As a consequence of the diversity of this kind of research, hardly any general guidelines can be given, other than the fact that the size of the research sample is important to the evaluation of the research results. A few specific points of attention are as follows:

• When the relation between items and tests or subtests is being studied, one must correct for the proportion of the item itself in the test scores, because the calculation of the value will otherwise be biased. In other words, so-called item-rest correlations must be mentioned instead of item-total correlations.

• In research on convergent validity, one should beware of the interpretation of research results for which there are no specific expectations. Research of this type can easily degenerate into ‘fishing’, post hoc, it is always possible to find interpretable relationships of some kind when test scores are correlated with the scores of a great number of other variables which happen to be available. In such situations, some of the significant correlations may well be a matter of chance. This chance of coincidental correlations increases in proportion to the number of subtests or scales in the test being validated.

Notes for question 6.3.b: ‘Are the samples used in the research on construct validity consistent with the groups for which the test is intended?’

Research on validity must be related to the population for which the test is used. The primary issue here is the variance in the test scores of the research sample. Because validity coefficients generally are lower when variance diminishes, a validity study performed on a group that is more heterogeneous than the intended group will show biased results. It is therefore incorrect to validate a test on a cross-section of the general public if that test was intended for therapy selection among people who voluntarily requested it. To judge this, the research sample must be described with the use of any relevant psychological or demographic variables.

If the manual states that the test is intended for use in various situations and/or for a variety of groups, research must be performed in a number of these situations and/or in multiple samples.

Notes for question 6.3.c: ‘What is the quality of the other measures used in the construct validity research?’

The reliabilities of the measures used must be known. It will be obvious that validating the test score using measures with a low reliability (lower than .60) is not useful, because the results will be ambiguous. Moreover, validating a test with a congruent test is only useful if the validity of the other test has itself been sufficiently investigated.

Notes for question 6.3.d: ‘Is the quality of the research, as rated in questions 6.3.a through 6.3.c, good enough to confirm the rating of the construct validity as given in question 6.2?’

A negative rating (‘1’) for one of the questions 6.3.a through 6.3.c results in a rating of ‘1’ for question 6.3.d. This means that the rating for the results of the construct validity research as given in 6.2 must be adjusted downwards. Multiple ratings of ‘2’ on the questions 6.3.a through 6.3.c can also mean that the research is so flawed that question 6.3.d receives a negative rating, and that on this basis the rating for question 6.2 must be adjusted downwards.

Rules for determining final rating for criterion 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct validity</th>
<th>Question 6.2 is rated ‘3’.</th>
<th>Question 6.3 is rated ‘3’.</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question 6.3 is rated ‘2’.</td>
<td>Question 6.3 is rated ‘1’.</td>
<td>sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question 6.3 is rated ‘1’.</td>
<td>Question 6.3 is rated ‘1’.</td>
<td>insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes for question 6.2 is rated ‘2’.:

• When the relation between items and tests or subtests is being studied, one must correct for the proportion of the item itself in the test scores, because the calculation of the value will otherwise be biased. In other words, so-called item-rest correlations must be mentioned instead of item-total correlations.

• In research on convergent validity, one should beware of the interpretation of research results for which there are no specific expectations. Research of this type can easily degenerate into ‘fishing’, post hoc, it is always possible to find interpretable relationships of some kind when test scores are correlated with the scores of a great number of other variables which happen to be available. In such situations, some of the significant correlations may well be a matter of chance. This chance of coincidental correlations increases in proportion to the number of subtests or scales in the test being validated.

Notes for question 6.2 is rated ‘1’.:

The key question is rated ‘1’.
7 Criterion validity

Criterion validity investigates the extent to which the test score is a good predictor of non-test behaviour (retrospective, concurrent or predictive). It is important that the goal of a test as formulated (see Chapter 1) serves as a basis for specifying expectations of the type of criteria with which relationships are assumed. This is especially important when a test is comprised of various subtests or subscales; see the remarks under question 6.3.a about ‘fishing’. For that matter, there is no need to demonstrate the validity of all subtests or scales to give a rating of ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’, because one single highly valid scale can already make the test a valuable instrument.

In principle, research on criterion validity is required for all types of tests, because the ultimate goal of tests is to make predictions. However, if a test manual explicitly states that the test has no predictive ambitions, and this is plausible, as with tests of educational progress, the criterion validity may then be declared ‘not applicable’. In such cases, the following footnote is included in the rating: “The author/editor states that this test is not intended for predictive use. Criterion validity is thus not applicable. However, when this test is employed in situations where prediction is indeed a factor, the rating should be ‘insufficient’, because no research on criterion validity has been performed.”

Notes for key question 7.1: ‘Is there information about the test-criterion relationship?’

Points for investigation include for example:

- The correlation of scores on an intelligence test with school performance.
- The predictive value of a test used for the selection of job applicants (for example, validity coefficients or success ratios).
- When making a clinical diagnostic data on the sensitivity (the ratio between the number of persons identified by the test and the actual number of persons with the disorder) and specificity (the ratio between the number of persons identified by the test as not having the disorder and the actual number of persons without that disorder), and/or data on the ROC curve.

This kind of data does not need to be collected again for each new test in each new situation. The principle of validity generalisation can be used. In this case, the size of the validity coefficients in the original study must be rated in question 7.2, while the quality of the original research study must be rated using question 7.3.

Notes for question 7.2: ‘Are the results sufficient with respect to the intended type of decisions to be based on the test?’

Whether one or more validity coefficients suffice depends on a number of factors. Key elements include the purpose of the test, the size of the validity coefficients or the values of the ROC curves, the confidence intervals of these coefficients, the value of the test compared to all other sources of information, the selection ratio and the utility. Furthermore, a test can produce different coefficients in varying situations and groups, or the test may predict some criterion components better than others. Accordingly, in selection situations a validity coefficient of .40 is considered good (see Schmidt & Hunter, 1998), whereas higher coefficients are easily obtained in educational settings. Swets (1988) presents an overview of ROC curve values that have been found in different areas. For certain types of medical diagnosis, these prove to fall between .81 and .97, while for lie detection they lie between .70 and .95. For prediction of school performance (pass/fail) with capacity tests, values between .91 and .94 have been found. The more explicit the author is about the purpose of the test, the better the reviewer can judge whether the test’s contribution is effective. It should thus be left to the reviewer’s expertise to make a judgement on the size of the values obtained.

The author must sometimes do research on possible prediction bias for the groups in question. This would be called for when the mean scores of subgroups vary, or research on comparable tests reveals that the predictive value can vary among subgroups.

Notes for question 7.3.a: ‘Are the procedures for calculating the criterion validity coefficients correct?’

The size of the sample given? The smaller the sample, the larger the confidence intervals of the regression weights and validity coefficients will be.

- If validity generalisation is used, the test author will have to make it plausible that the situations or the tests for which generalisation is claimed are similar. For the similarity of tests, the author will have to show that the same construct is measured with at least equal reliability. This can be especially important for a Dutch translation of a foreign test for which a great deal of foreign research data is already available. If the test author wants to use these data to support the validity of the Dutch version, he will first have to use a technique such as confirmative analysis to prove the equivalence of both versions. If the outcome is positive, the validity coefficients
Notes for question 7.3.b: ‘Are the samples for calculating the criterion validity coefficients consistent with the intended use of the test?’

Research on criterion validity must be related to the population for which the test is used. The primary issue here is the variance in the test scores of the sample. It is known that validity coefficients obtained in a heterogeneous group cannot be generalised to a homogeneous group because validity coefficients always decrease dramatically when a homogeneous group is used. It is therefore incorrect to validate a test intended for therapy selection among people who voluntarily requested it (homogeneous group) on a cross-section of the general public (heterogeneous group) because this will produce biased results. To judge this, the sample must be described with the use of any relevant psychological or demographic variables.

Notes for question 7.3.c: ‘What is the quality of the criterion measures?’

Sometimes the choice of a criterion is obvious and easily available (pass/fail, a number grade). In other cases, criterion measures have to be separately constructed and collected. In both cases, the criterion must be described as completely as possible, and it must be indicated what relevant behavioural aspects are included in the criterion measure and which are not. In this process, one must consider both construct underrepresentation (not all relevant aspects of the criterion are measured) and construct overrepresentation (some aspects are measured that are not related to the criterion). Wherever possible, the reliability of the criterion measure should be stated. This is especially true for composite criteria. Where the inter-correlations of the separate components of a criterion are low, it is better to state separate validity coefficients for each of the components.

Notes for question 7.3.d: ‘Is the quality of the research, as rated in questions 7.3.a through 7.3.c, good enough to confirm the rating of the criterion validity as given in question 7.2?’

Negative answers to one of the questions 7.3.a through 7.3.c results in a rating of ‘1’ for question 7.3.d. This means that the rating for the results of the construct validity research as given in 7.2 must be adjusted downwards. Multiple ratings of ‘1’ on the questions 7.3.a through 7.3.c can also mean that the research is so flawed that question 7.3.d receives a negative rating, and that on this basis the rating for question 7.2 must be adjusted downwards.
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